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FOREWORD 

Considered by his contemporaries as the greatest into Hogarth’s work produced this exhibition and 
printmaker in England, William Hogarth (1696- catalogue. 

1764) is famous for his satires on London life and I wish to express the Elvehjem’s profound 
manners. In addition to his social commentary, he gratitude to Suzanne and Gerald Labiner who 
was responsible for raising the technical standards lent seven prints from their personal collection. 
of English printmaking and creating a market for Without these rare works, it would not have been 
prints where before none existed. He also prompt- possible to illuminate Hogarth’s early interest in 
ed the passage of a copyright law for artists. London's shows. 
Understandably, his works continue to be studied I wish to acknowledge the National 
and enjoyed by a broad audience. Endowment for the Arts, a Federal agency, and the 

The present exhibition looks at Hogarth’s Wisconsin Federation of Museums whose support 
prints from a new perspective, namely, their intimate made this exhibition and catalogue possible. 

connection to the public shows of his time, those Finally, I wish to acknowledge the efforts of 
performances witnessed by Londoners which ranged the entire Elvehjem team who worked so diligently 
from Shakespeare to puppet theater, Italian opera to to complete this project, the cooperation of Kohler 
autopsies. Hogarth’s criticism of and borrowing from Art library personnel who helped with access to 
these spectacles allow us to understand better the their wonderful resources, and the design and pro- 

artistic, literary, and theatrical facets of English life at duction staff of the UW’s Publications Department. 
the beginning of the eighteenth century. 

I wish to acknowledge Andrew Stevens, Russell: Panczenko 
our curator of works on paper, whose new insights Director 

)
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INTRO 1) UCTS N and rag—clad beggars to see the procession made up by come before and what will come after the scene por- 

ee eee the London guilds. There was a continually changing trayed. These pleasures of initial discoveries are surely 
assortment of more home-spun revelries as well; among the most elemental of the visual arts, but 

iiligm Hose sey~taig) lived dutiag the ae when Londoners might spontaneously stage a shivaree to Hogarth does not let us stop there. We are coaxed on to 
Plnerden bones sol cainehigte: mecedeneich honor the newly married ora skimmington to mock the further discoveries about the reasons behind the actions 
mores and letters and Samuel Johnson was publishing cuckolded. They could visit the poor house or and to a moral judgment upon the characters Hogarth 

his criticism and his landmark dictionary of the English Bethlehem Hospital to muse on the plight of their less— presents. — 

Esnaroe. Mosarth was (acne wih David Garrick and fortunate fellows, and they gathered to see law-breakers In his early works Hogarth is sometimes content 
Beige eding, aves Gasman breathing neve Iie punished in the stocks and executed for their crimes, to have these more sophisticated discoveries spelled out 
she idhespeare’s classe plays and Filding ate visiting horrific shows, indeed. on bya text that relates to the image. The text may appear 
Witty larces excoriating the exvernment of Pame Hogarth depicted all of these and more in his as a caption to the print as in The Lottery and 
WMenteter Robert Walpole. Fr was atime when the prints. His relationship with the shows of his day was Masquerades and Operas or may exist independently of 
Bnglich aoguase: loners, and aernment were being complex. His prints celebrate these shows and criticize the print as in his illustrations to Butler's I tudibras and 

Be eethat aiiece He irturnphe of dre aust cclebiraied, and them. He emulated theatrical successes and in turn saw his a upon Shakespeare's The Life of King 

(ie shortcomings of the present criciesl. Ir was i dis his successful work turned into plays and travesties. He Henry \ ML However, he quickly creates extremely 
intensely literary age that Hogarth’s largely mnute prints seems to have been particularly drawn to the theater and complex original stories which are not =e on a text, 
Pied these quark. Hogarth prints were auccesstul theater people. He not only alludes to the dramas and as in the case of his series A Harlot’s Progress. In the 

ee eae tg et i ereeye ar venue farces that passed over the boards but to characters and later prints, when text does appear it is most often tan- 

Silisy ras posses tn bis ienme (led Hogans law) conflicts mostly hidden behind the scenes. He was a gential to the story ie told, commenting upon it in 

Be renee ceiprsttion atte piae al die founding member of The Sublime Society of Beefsteaks, the case of A Rake’s F rogress. However, when he is 
works. However, Hovarth also used the shows of which counted among its members such theatrical peo creating a work for an unsophisticated audience, such as 

(Lenton (o hie a Wane, tacos orand specucks ani ple as Theophilus Cibber. The name C ibber, referring Industry and Idleness, geared to the apprentices of 

mores! enterainments which daly diverted London's to Theophilus, his father Colley, or his sister whose London, his prints bear titles to make their import 

eieren te onion married name was Charlotte Charke crops up continu- especially obvious. Even in these works the pleasures of 

Thc tihiconand muloruerare intended ally in this survey. = discovery were not completely circumvented by the text, 

erlore di deseaeuaensiip (en Hoge pris Hogarth was also a friend of David Garrick, the and innumerable details were included so his audience 

and the various shows that he and kis audiences would subject of one of Hogarthis very few monumental por- could construct a fuller tale. 
pee en traits in print. Garrick less formal, more naturalistic To help his audience discover the clues to unravel 
widewarieryof Ree nen eee weer erent an a acting style catapulted him to prominence during this these tales, Hogarth used a familiar sign-language 
(andoners cn Pesan tre: ips were es patent period. He breathed new life into classic Shakespearean drawn from the shows of London. Citizens immersed in 

ee eerie Hlesidmare hearer” of he woos characters of the English stage by breaking with a stiff the city’s sights would recognize the scenes Hogarth 

Fliers toveediin ae Oechers dari! tradition of acting and endowing his characters with alluded to in his prints. In addition each place and event 

the niost famaus cers, Pays were also allowe! a easier gestures which made their emotions more com= Hogarth depicted had its own complex associations 
Ee oe rl bop eee prehensible to his audience. Similarly, Hogarth’s prints which Hogarth exploited. For instance the weird clutter 

Barthelomew Farrand Southwark Fain The productions seem to have struck a chord by holding up to Londoners of a collection of rarities and the combination of sorrow 

Weis pal on in ichety boots with their cans limited by a mirror of their daily lives; translating familiar scenes and camaraderie at a wake both had associations for his 
Evie a hort yan oh dys: bowers bce they were and situations into stories in his prints. By doing so contemporaries, and both serve as starting points upon 

ere ie productions oenncnty ea well eathe Hogarth used a visual lingua franca for Londoners ee Hogarth builds in aks from A Rake's 

[ooo] lini, These orice productions, sometimes quite which drew from the stage and the street. Working to Progress and A Harlo's F rogress respectively. 

elaborate. hubas offen low bu doe placed a wide bill of communicate his message to this audience, he took Conversely, Hogarth’s prints were popular enough that 
fare before their audenoes doom hich sasedy- 15 Bunch advantage of his audience's familiarity with the rich and they were alluded to or even copied on the London 
andclude shows, However such PAleruinmentomere varied sights of London in order to allow them to dis- stage; their scenes and characters had in turn become a 

Uy nosmeans the only shows Londoners uaald see. cover the subtleties of his prints. er part of Londoner's visual vocabulary. 
Teeltondie (ondoaes ot Hoariis dy ctiended Among the pleasures of Hogarthis prints for us Andrew Stevens 

operas and masquerades, the former sometimes featur- today, as much as for his original audience, is the plea- moe / _ oe, ee ; ae sure of discovery. We sometimes experience that plea- 1 Hogarth’s life and art have been carefully documented and analyzed by 
ing new works by Georg Friedrich Handel, and the lat- 5 x : many excellent historians, and this catalogue builds upon the deep founda- 
ter hosted by King George II's Master of Revels, John au m puzzles or even jokes or which apparently fa tion provided by such scholars as Ronald Paulson. Readers interested in a 
Herdegse: They alsa appeared at te Ravel levees lated pieces fit suddenly and satistyingly together. When - me esi ofl e : oe are Se tosee 

where social climbers might hope to catch the royal ee ee Unieriy Frcs org) adil Fogarth Gapie Works 
attention enough to achieve a preferment. The annual subjects depicted and deduct from them what is happen- (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1970) and David Bindman's Hogarth 
Gets ofthe Leg Iaror ercughiect leone’ covatly ing in the print, often with implications about what has (New York: Oxford University Press, 183) 

7
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1 each ticket cost S100. The success of these money- Hogarth caricatures the enthusiasm for these schemes 
The South Sea Scheme, 1721 raising schemes eventually brought forth the South Sea with the accouterments of a fair placed around the 

Paulsonmuriber 10 scheme of 1720. Greeted with wild enthusiasm, the monument to the London Fire of 1666. The inscrip- 
Ftching and engraving, 10 7/6 x 12 7/s in. company was invested in by all levels of London's tion on the monument is changed to commemorate 

On loan from Suzanne and Gerald Labiner society; even those who could not afford the cost of a “THE DESTRUCTION OF THIS City BY THE SOUTH 
share could go to “jobbers” who would sell them por- SEA IN 1720.” Among his earliest works, the print 

The target of Hogarth’s satire in this print was the tions of shares. The whole undertaking was based shows Hogarth’s penchant to turn spectacles of the 
wild speculation that ran rampant in London in the upon trade in areas of the world where Britain not London streets into moral allegory. In choosing a 
first decades of the 1700s. Everyone, it seemed, was only did not hold power, but was actually in conflict familiar street in London in which to set his 
anxious to invest in the new plantations in the South with. By the end of the year the bubble quickly burst metaphorical activities, Hogarth consciously built 
Seas and in the Americas. The South Sea Company with many of the principals in the company obliged to upon a visual vocabulary that his audience was 
had been set up in 1710, to raise money by selling flee the country. already familiar with, and by choosing a fair as the 
shares which supported the costs of British trading This print generally satirizes all get-rich-quick vehicle for his metaphor, Hogarth contrived to endow 

ships. The same man who founded the South Sea schemes, including the lotteries which were still pop- his print with an implication of the excitement of the 

Company had conceived an immensely successful ular, holding up the notorious South Sea company as South Sea bubble as well as its ephemeral nature. 
grand lottery for the state the year before, for which an example of the disastrous results of speculation. 

8
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2 either blank or listing a prize in the other. So a num- announced to the gathered crowd would have been 

The Lottery, 1721 [24] ber and prize were drawn until all of the prizes were recognizable to a Londoner who followed the lotteries. 
Paulson number tt exhausted. The drawing itself was the culmination of Hogarth sets allegorical figures in place of the audience 

Etching and engraving, 10 /2 x 12 "io in. weeks of ticket—buying and thus took on a carnival to identify possible outcomes of good fortune (waste, 
On loan from Suzanne and Gerald Labiner atmosphere where greed, triumph, and disappoint- avarice, or wise investment) and bad (despair, fraud, or 

ment became a floor-show. commitment to honest industry). For his popular series 

The Lottery, which may have been intended as a Hogarth's print reproduces the scene in the guild Hogarth would move away from symbolic personifi- 
companion piece for The South Sea Scheme, pokes hall where drawings were held fairly accurately, but he cations taking the place of real people. Instead he would 
fun at the Londoner's enthusiasm for the lottery. State peoples the stage and the gallery before it with sym- create characters whose dress and behavior identified 
lotteries were an effective way of raising money as bolic figures. The figures follow the conventions of them as ordinary people, who in their imperfect ways 

well as a public diversion. Slips with numbers cor- history painting with personifications of virtues and embody the flaws human beings are prone to, and 

responding to auction tickets sold were placed in one vices, of the state and the gods. However, the immedi- occasionally the heights they can achieve. 
of the wheel-shaped drums on the stage and slips ate reference to the stage from which the prizes were 
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5 Most familiar to modern audiences is the dumb and architecture. The sentiment is summed up in the 

Masquerades and Operas, 1723/24, February show within Shakespeare's Hamlet; the young prince verse which appears below the first state of the print. 

Paulson number 34 hires players to pantomime the murder of his father by 

Etching and engraving, 5 x 6 "V/s in. his uncle, believing that “. . . the play’s the thing/ Could new dumb Faustus, to reform the Age, 

On loan from Suzanne and Gerald Labiner wherein I'll catch the conscience of the king” (act 2, se. Conjure up Shakespear's or Ben Jonson's Ghost, 

2, lines 589-590). However, the dumb show, particu- They'd blush for shame, to see the English Stage 

Masquerades and Operas was one of Hogarth’s earli- larly in the form of processions goes back much fur- Debauch’s by fool'ries, at so great a cost. 

est satires to scrutinize the boisterous public enter- ther in English drama, all the way back to its roots in 
tainments of his time. This print lays out the targets religious mystery plays. It also stretched all the way What would their Manes say? should they behold 

which Hogarth returned to again and again in his crit- forward to Hogarth’s time, when on the streets of Monsters and Masquerades, where usefull Plays 

icism of London: mindless pursuit of diversion and the London he could see processions like the annual seat- Adorn ‘d the fruitfull Theater of old, 

substitution of spectacle for substance. However, it is ing of the Lord Mayor. Some of the most sophisticated And Rival Wits contended for the Bays. 

far from being his most masterful print; it pulls too examples of prints recording royal performances and 
many disparate issues into a slight frame, which, along processions were created in the previous century by Hogarth further stigmatizes operas by including in this 

with the relatively rough engraving, marks it as a the French artist Jacques Callot. Callot was employed print a banner which itself reproduces a print satiriz— 
journeyman work rather than one which shows full by the court to commemorate in prints such public ing patrons of opera of the time by showing one pre- 

mastery of the craft. events as those accompanying the betrothal of mon- senting £8,000 to a particularly motley set of singers. 

Hogarth’s long career of casting a critical eye on archs that inevitably included grand solemn proces— He places this next to an advertisement for the slight- 

the entertainments of London may start with The sions, and he created prints which Hogarth certainly of-hand magician Isaac Fawkes (spelled Faux® in the 

Lottery, but it reaches a fuller exposition in this print. would have seen. advertisement). In fact, Fawkes appeared in a room of 

Here he leaves behind many of the practices of history For Hogarth to take up this long and hallowed the opera house (the long room specified on the ban- 
painting and turns more strictly to the technique of tradition of the procession and apply it not to court or ner)’ so the link between opera and such shows was 
representing public shows to explore his subject mat- clergy but to common Londoners smacks almost of ready for Hogarth to take advantage of, implying that 
ter. Although processions are an integral and ancient disrespect, certainly of satire, as is shown by the fact the silly trickery of one was comparable to the empty 
part of important public events in most cultures, in that these people are both led by a harlequin and devil show of the other. 

England, the procession has particular connotations. to masquerade and to the execrable depths of English ————— 

As Hogarth says in his Autobiographical theater of the time, the Harlequin Dr. Faustus. Here ‘William Hogarth, The Analysis of Beauty. With the 
Notes, “[Mly Picture was my Stage, and men and they are linked with a jibe at Italianism as well, in the Rejected Passages from the Manuscript Drafts and 
women my actors who were by Means of certain form of Richard Boyle, Third Earl of Burlington's Autobiographical Notes, ed. Joseph Burke (Oxford: 
Actions and express[ions] to Exhibit a dumb shew.” Palladian design for his house in Piccadilly. At the Clarendon Press, 1955), 209; hereafter Hogarth, 
“Dumb show” has a very particular tradition on the summit of the pediment is William Kent, another con- Autobiographical Notes in Analysis of Beauty. 
English stage. It requires, as one might expect, playing temporary designer whose aspiration to Italianate ? Dieter Mehl, The Elizabethan Dumb Show 
out a scene without words, but there is an implication architecture is parodied by placing images of (London: Methuen, 1965), 17; hereafter Mehl, Dumb 

that the subject of the scene is a very grave one Michelangelo and Raphael so that they look up to him. Show. / 

indeed. According to Dieter Mehl in his history of the The whole is intended at once to chronicle the Ronald Paulson, Hogarth's Graphic Works, 2 vols. 

Elizabethan dumb showy, it excluded dialogue in order debasement of English arts (texts of Shakespeare, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1970), vol. 1, 104; 
to make “abstract spiritual experiences and conflicts Congreve, and others are being hauled away as waste hereafter Paulson, Graphic Works. 

visible as concrete scenes and to impress a moral idea in the foreground) while denouncing the importation 
on the spectators by appealing directly to the senses.”? of foreign, here specifically Italian, influences in opera 

if
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4 be expected of Rich, but we should also note that Rich play within a play put on by Bottom and his part-time 

A Just View of the British Stage, 1724 and Hogarth were certainly friends (they were among actors in Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream 
Paulson number 45 the founders of the Sublime Society of Beefsteaks, is perhaps the best known. Appropriately, Hogarth 

Etching after Hogarth, 7 /s x 8 ¥/s in. about which we will see more in cat. no. 46). During uses theatrical references in the print. Later, Hogarth 
Elvehjem Museum of Art, Gift of Mark and Helen the twenties an abundance of pantomimes played would more often imply the actions that led up to the 

Hooper, 197.173 around London. They were generally performed scene by incorporating hints to that previous action 
without speaking parts, though they often contained within the scene. However, in this small print he pre- 

Hogarth had used the Londoner's theatrical experience songs, and so were the antithesis of the serious dumb sents all the actions going on at once. This seems 
in earlier works, casting his characters upon stages in show which Hogarth aspired to in his prints. appropriate to the overcrowding of actions and special 
familiar ways. In this print he casts London theater ‘The stage is set as Newgate Prison, and Booth effects that the theaters were competing with each other 
itself as the target for his wit. It is among the first lowers a puppet harlequin down into a privy, enact- to pack into these light farces. 
prints to satirize the English theater, a topic which ing an escape from Newgate. Cibber looks to the Paulson identifies the theater as Drury Lane by 
Hogarth would return to again and again in his career. muses for assistance in guiding his puppet, and the motto “Vivitur Ingenio” which appears in this print 

The three men seated on the stage are Robert Wilks pities his rival Rich as he admires his Punch and was part of the decoration of that theater as well.' 
Wilks, Colley Cibber, and Barton Booth, all managers puppet. Ben Jonson's ghost rises from a trap door to Figures of comedy and tragedy flank the stage and have 
(we might call them producer-directors today) of the express his opinion of the stage mechanisms and been defaced by having bills for Harlequin Doctor 
Theatre Royal in Drury Lane. The print satirizes their costumes which rule the stage, and three nooses Faustus and Harlequin Shepherd tacked onto them. 
stooping to perform pantomimes in the style of a pop- await the managers when they conclude their piece Such figures were not uncommon on eighteenth-cen- 

ular entertainments by John Rich. Rich's pantomimes with the “Hay-Dance Performd in y® Air. . . tury stages, and were a part of the decorations at the 
were silly, filled with spectacle, and immensely popu- Assisted by Ropes from y* Muses.” nearby Covent Garden which John Rich managed. 

lar—thus profitable. That Rich himself doesn’t appear The idea of putting the managers on the stage is SS SUES 
in this print is remarkable, since his shows were not a particularly novel trope in the theater where ear- ' Paulson, Graphic Works, vol. 2, 522, n. 11. 

among the most popular. Perhaps nothing more could lier authors had ridiculed players, authors, managers, 
and theater-goers with unflattering representations; the 
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This said, they both advanc’d, and rode Fit to be us‘d in Gospel Sun-Shine? Brought in their Childrens Spoons & Whistles, | With Cawdle, Custard, and Plumb-cake, 
A Dog-TIrot through the bawling Crowd, It is an Antichristian Opera, To purchase Swords, Carbines, and Pistols; What have they done, or what left undone, 

T attack the Leader and still prest, Much us’d in Midnight times of Popery, Drew sev ral gifted Brethren in, That might advance the Cause at London 

Till they approach’d him Breast to Breast: Of running alter Self-Inventions That for the Bishops would have been, Have they... ? At that an Egg let fly 
Then Hudibras, with Face and Hand Of wicked and prophane Intentions; Rubb‘d down the Teachers, tir'd and spent Hit him directly oer the Eye, 
Made signs for Silence; which obtain’d, To scandalize that Sex, for scolding, With holding forth for Parl'ament; And running down his Cheek, besmeard 
What means (quoth he) this Devil's Procession To whom the Saints are so beholden. Pamper d and edify’d their Zeal With Orange tawny-slime his Beard; 
With Men of Orthodox Profession? Women, that left no stone unturn’d, With Marrow-Puddings many a Meal; And streight another with his Flambeaux, 

Are things of Superstitious Function In which the Cause might be concern’d And Cramm‘d ‘em till their Guts did ake, Gave Ralpho o'er the Eyes a damn’d blow. 

5 hero and the continual object of derision. The verse, tumult of the subject at hand which may aspire to 
Hudibras Encounters the Skimmington from the series too, falls short of the heroic couplet upon which it is importance, but falls far short. 
Large Illustrations for Samuel Butler’s Hudibras, patterned; Butler continually uses off-rhyme. For The skimmington itself was a mock-procession, 
1725/6 instance, when Hudibras sees his beloved, Butler tells intended not to honor but to scorn. An unfaithful hus— 
Paulson number 79 us, “No sooner did the Knight perceive her./ But band or wife would be paraded through town and 
Etching and engraving, 9 "Ys x 19 2 in. streight he fell into a fever,” (Part 2, Canto 1, lines ridiculed. In Hogarth's print it is the husband who is 
On loan from Suzanne and Gerald Labine 115-16). In the verse used for the caption to this print shown amongst emblems of cuckoldry—one reveler 

Hudibras wonders in a particularly strained rhyme, carries a shirt surmounted with the cuckold’s horns— 
Throughout his career, Hogarth designed several sets “Are things of Superstitious Function/ Fit to be us‘d and the unfortunate husband spins while his wife beats 
of engravings as illustrations for books. His illustra- in Gospel Sun-Shine?” (Part 2, Canto 2, lines 767- him with the skimming-ladle which apparently gives 
tions for Samuel Butler's Hudibras are the most fully 78). The purpose of such risible rhyming is to rein- the procession its name. Never one to miss an oppor- 
realized of these and were issued independently of the force the irony of treating trivial as weighty matters tunity to enlarge the scope of his satire, Hogarth places 
text. Hogarth sold the plates to the publisher who sold under discussion and to reassure the reader that at the upper left of the print a well-off tailor whose 
subscriptions (a way of raising money for the edition Hudibras's tribulations are not true heroism. amusement at the object of the skimmington is undercut 
before the publication of the works) in much that same Hogarth’s own image, in turn, is a travesty of by the woman who makes the cuckold’s horns behind 
way that Hogarth himself would later in his career. the tradition of royal procession painting, possibly of him, branding him with the same scorn. Hogarth, like 

Butler’s Hudibras, written more than sixty Andrea Mantegna’s Triumph of Julius Caesar, but Butler, takes the old tradition of the skimmington as a 
years earlier, was an enduring favorite of Britons. certainly of the type of paintings and prints which prefiguration of the sort of unbridled satire which uses 
Advertisements for Hogarth’s prints called Hudibras commemorated events in the lives of rulers. Thus scorn as a inducement to quit improper behavior. The 
“the Don Quixote of this nation.” The title character Hogarth’s print does not merely illustrate Butler's ruckus, raised by beating on pots, bones and cleaver, 
is a Quaker whose search for purity is continually canto, but participates in the same sort of satire, por- and a gridiron as the procession passes through town, 

undone by his own hypocrisy; his various inevitably traying events in order to contrast the gravity and high is itself a parody of the music that would accompany a 
disastrous sorties are arranged to make him an anti- emotion of classical sources with the silliness and more solemn procession. 
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6 For the London audience, the theater of the celebrates a contemporary production by one of the 

Henry the Eighth and Anne Boleyn, 1728/9 playhouses was not simply a place to see the produc— very men whom he lambasted in his Just View of the 
Paulson number 16 tion of the moment; rather the stage reflected upon the British Stage. 
Etching and engraving, 17 5/s x 14 %/s in. town and court by allowing a kind of secondhand Such associations were part of the milieux in 

On loan from Suzanne and Gerald Labiner access to the splendor of a coronation, or in the case which Hogarth’s prints were originally appreciated. 
of Rich's farce, by looking at history through a fun- For an artist the challenge was to weave these strands 

This print brings together in one composition all the house mirror, whose distortions are most amusing into a single print as an enticement to the various 
characters affected by the king’s marriage to Anne when the original object is familiar. Paulson suggests tastes of people who might purchase a print. However, 
Boleyn, including her lover and his queen in the back- that Hogarth’s own print may have been designed to Hogarth would become more interested in inventing 
ground and the designing Cardinal Thomas Wolsey agree with the reading which the opposition party his own stories rather than interpreting other's. After 
leaning on the throne. It does not illustrate a particular gave to the play. In their view, George I] was being all, in his apprenticeship Hogarth was, in effect, inter- 
scene from Shakespeare. It was, however, probably misguided by Sir Robert Walpole in the same way that preting others’ stories when he engraved coats—of- 
created in response to Colley Cibber’s extremely suc- Henry VIII had been by Wolsey, and that Walpole arms into silver and other metals, since in armorial 
cessful production of Shakespeare's The Life of Henry should be dismissed as Wolsey was. While Hogarth work the choice of figure and pattern and their place— 
VIII, which opened in October of 1727. Cibber's suc— may have produced this print with an eye to support- ment convey lineage symbolically. In subsequent 
cess also inspired others, including John Rich who ing this political view, he would also have been at least works Hogarth explored the possibilities of telling 

produced the farcical Harlequin Anna Bullen. How- partly influenced by the success of Cibber's remount~ more complex stories. He moved from borrowing 
ever, the popularity of Cibber's own production of the ing of a classic work from the cannon of English liter- plots from plays to borrowing other theatrical con- 
play was due at least in part to the fact that the coro- ature. Throughout his career Hogarth holds up the ventions in series like his progresses. 

nation scene was a dumb show modeled on George great English plays as achievements which his con- 
II's coronation of 1797. temporaries have unwisely deserted. In this print he 
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7 actors. Stage seating was not at all unusual in London heroic deeds of the past to contemporary life, and the 

The Beggar’s Opera, 1790 theaters, and Hogarth uses the sive-and-take of audi- success of The Beggar's Opera may have encouraged 
No Paulson number ence and actors that provided some amusement to to him to look to the streets of London for his story- 
Engraving by William Blake, English, 1757-1897, indicate that the relationship of the play to the audience line. The Beggar's Opera, written by John Gay and 

15/4 x 21 Vein. is that of art to life. As Paulson notes, the composition produced by John Rich, was enormously popular; 
On loan from Suzanne and Gerald Labiner of the print emphasizes Gay’s satirical device of sub- consequently its influence can be traced throughout the 

stituting London's lower classes for the heros and popular arts of its decade, as writers, musicians, and 

Hogarth again looked to the theater for inspiration for heroines of Italian opera. Hogarth’s depiction also jux- critics endeavored to emulate or condemn it. Hogarth’s 

his paintings of The Beggar's Opera. This print was taposes the characters with the upper-class audience immediate response, the paintings he created of the 
engraved by William Blake after one of the six paint- implying that it is not the poor who are being satirized climax of the opera, are followed by a more measured 
ings that Hogarth did of this scene in the play in 1729 in Gay's opera but the rich “whose imitation of a false and thoughtful response in his series, which like Gay's 
and 1730. The version of the painting that served as ideal is only dimly reflected in the whore and high- work drew its characters from the lower classes of 
Blake's model is part of the Paul Mellon Collection of wayman who mimic and hang for their crimes.”! London and sets its action in their world instead of 
the Yale Center for British Art. In this scene Macheath, Hogarth had finished his set of prints illustrating dwelling upon distant climes, classes and times. 

the highwayman, is brought to justice, but his two Hudibras, which placed an unlikely hero into a roman- aE Eee 
lovers Lucy and Polly plead his case to their fathers. tic role of the previous century. The example of ‘Ronald Paulson, Hogarth: His Life, Art, and Times, 
At the sides of the stage, the audience is seated in Hudibras may have encouraged him to stretch the tra- 2 vols. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1971), 
positions that allow them close interaction with the dition of heroic painting further by turning it from vol. 1, 181; hereafter cited as Paulson, Life. 

5



A HARLOT’S PROGRESS conventions when creating the overall plan for his set theatrical world made his work the continual focus of 

Hogarth’s overall plan for this innovative print series of six engravings. Paulson notes that the relatively their attention for some time. Just as Hogarth had rid- 

may have been inspired by several sources. A rapid shifting of scenes in John Gay's The Beggar's den the popularity of Colley Cibber's revival of The 
Harlot’s Progress chronicles the brief rise and rapid Opera produces “tableaux very like those represented Life of King Henry VIII with his illustration from the 

decline of a young country woman, Moll Hackabout, by ‘Hogarth’ a few years later in his ‘progresses.” 2 play, Cibber's son, Theophilus, cashed in on the 

who comes to London and proceeds from innocence Hogarth was very familiar with The Beggar’s Opera; instant success of A Harlot’s Progress in 1733 by pro- 

to prostitution, disease, and death. The choice to focus he painted the climax six times during the height of the ducing a stage burlesque travesty called The Harlot’s 
on the life of a common young woman may have been opera's popularity from 1728 to around 1731. Moll’s life Progress; or, The Ridotto al’ Fresco: A Grotesque 

influenced by Daniel Defoe’s Moll Flanders of a in London is played out in settings much like the box Pantomime Entertainment which featured scenes based 

decade earlier. Perhaps from his experience illustrating set which was used for plays like The Beggar's on Hogarth’s prints. However, T. Cibber takes con- 

Butler's Hudibras Hogarth was encouraged to create a Opera, consisting of a back and two side walls and siderable liberty with Hogarth’s series. The very 
satire of his own, independent of a text. The tradition dressed with appropriate props which provided the modest plot of Cibber’s pantomime starts with a scene 

of telling the events of the lives of the great, long actors with an unobstructed area in which to perform. based on the first print of Hogarth’s A Harlot’s 
established by history—painting cycles, forms a back- Hogarth uses similar scene settings in A Harlot’s Progress, but gets no farther before introducing a 

drop for Hogarth's Progress. The series events are a Progress to good effect. As a result, the prints in this harlequin character to liven things up a bit and comes 
distorted mirror of those in-print series by Albrecht series are less constricted in composition than, for to. a complete halt at the third print when the scene is 
Diirer and Hendrik Goltzius portraying the life of the instance, Hogarth’s illustration for Henry the Eighth magically transformed from Bridewell Prison to the 
Virgin Mary, with Moll’s aspirations and descent the and Anne Boleyn of only two or three years before. environs of Vauxhall gardens for the Ridotto al’ 
opposite of Mary’s humility and elevation.’ Moll’s life There the composition was framed by drapery on the Fresco, an unscripted series of costumed singers. 
was not an exemplar to be imitated, but a small left and by an ornate throne on the right. The viewer Much closer in following Hogarth’s plot is the 

tragedy to be pitied, and the throng of others that con- looks through the throne and between the three fore- anonymous play The Jew Decoy‘d, or, The Progress 
tribute to her sorrows implies that although she ulti- ground figures to the background figures and to a of a Harlot: A New Ballad Opera of Three Acts that 

mately is the one punished for her fall, all about her release into far distance through windows beyond. drew from all six of Hogarth's prints for its action. But 
share in some part of the guilt. If Hogarth glances at theatrical staging in creat- even this play lightens the progress of the series by 

Hogarth may have been indebted to theatrical ing A Harlot’s Progress, his contemporaries in the breaking into song two or three times in every scene. 
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8 gold chain, and sword identify him and also symbolize Needham, an infamous bawd who had died the year 
A Harlot’s Progress, Plate 1, 1732 his powers and duties, and the mortarboards of schol- before the print series was published. Colonel Francis 

Paulson number tor ars and collars of priests not only mark their profes- Charteris is identified as the figure at the door of the 
Etching and engraving, 11 /s x 14 9/4 in. sion but come to be associated with learning and reli- building at the right; Charteris, too, was widely asso- 

Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, gion. Here decorative details also have associations, ciated with sexual vices, having been condemned to 

66.8.2 the rose at Moll Hackabout's bosom shows she is death twice for rape and eluding his sentence through 

fresh from the country and symbolizes her innocence, bribery and influence. Opposed to these symbols of 

The morality play, with its unsparing characterizations just as its imminent wilting and decay may hint at her the ravening forces that will shortly bear Moll away 
of sin and its consequences, lies behind all of own future. Her dress is modest and protected with is a cleric, who studies the address of the bishop _ 
Hogarth’s modern moral subjects. This is true not an apron, and her shoes are sturdy and sensible. The whom he has come to London to meet in hopes of a 
only of the overall structure of the tale but in the way sewing scissors and needle packet at her waist are preferment. His narrowed attention prevents him from 

that Hogarth includes details to enable the viewer to emblems of industry, which she sheds quickly. / noticing the moral danger Moll is in, as well as the 

infer the underlying facts of the scene. This identifica- Similarly, the many beauty marks on the face of damage his nag is about to inflict on a pile of crockery. 

tion by symbolic elements infused meaning into the the woman who approaches Moll, at once allude to To 
many religious, folk, and civil pageants of London the fashions to which she adheres and hint at her like~ ‘Paulson, Life, vol. 1, 273. 
through details of clothing. The Lord Mayor's mace, ly infection by syphilis and its sores which could be > Ibid. 

hidden by such cosmetics. She is identified as Mother 
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9 carious and destroyed by her own actions. masquerades and operas arose from the same condi- 

A Harlot’s Progress, Plate 2, 1732 This print implies that the problem lies in tions that occasioned the sad condition of British 
Paulson number 122 Moll’s ambition to be something which she is not. theater. “For as Nits by assembling together in cor- 
Etching and engraving, 11 7/s x 14.5/s in. Like the monkey dressed in hat and lace in the lower ners do grow into Lice, so Puppet-Shows, Raree- 

Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, left or the black serving boy in his turban, Moll is all Shows, Balls, Assemblies, and Opera's by a quick 
66.8.5 show; her condition depends entirely on the whim of growth became a Masquerade.” All of these shows 

her employer, not upon any inborn fitness for her from the modest puppet show to the elaborate opera 
Having fallen in a moral sense, Moll Hackabout finds temporary place. The mask which lies on the dressing conspire to rob the Londoner of the proper food for 
herself raised socially by her liaison with a wealthy table at the left of the scene carries hints at the disso— his intellect “and very much incline Mankind to a 
lover whose largess has financed her transformation. lution of the people with whom she now associates. Decay of Wit.”? 
Not only has she achieved an immodesty of dress by Hogarth castigates masquerades in his Masquerades ; 
casting away the flower at her bosom, trading her and Operas, and the presence of the mask here alludes 'C.R., The Danger of Masquerades and Raree- 

homespun for frills, and her shoes for dainty slippers, to the profligacy associated with masquerades, as well Shows, preface by Arthur Freeman for series The 
she has become sufficiently debauched that she has as the frequently repeated criticism of masquerades English Stage: Attack and Defense 1577-1730 (1718; 
taken a younger lover in addition to her wealthy that the participants most often dress as what they are reprint, New York: Garland, 1974), 10; hereafter cited 

patron. Here she creates a diversion while her young least fit for. as C. R., Danger of Masquerades. 
lover steals away. This distraction also acts as an For Hogarth, as for an anonymous pamphlet °C. R., Danger of Masquerades, 15. 

emblem of the life she is living— ornate, fragile, pre- writer of the era, the link between the popularity of 
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10 prepares to sacrifice Isaac and portraits of Dr. the consequences of her actions; the figure at the 
A Harlot's Progress, Plate 3, 1732 Sacheveral and Captain Macheath from The Beggar's doorway was apparently immediately identifiable to 
Paulson number 195 Opera. The portraits seem held in place by the jar and Londoners of Hogarth’s time as Sir John Gonson, 

Etching and engraving, 1 5/0 x 14 7/s in. bottles on the shelf above them which undoubtedly whose career as a magistrate was most notable for his 

Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, contain nostrums for the cure of venereal disease. It suppression of prostitution. 
66.8.4 could be that Macheath, the rogue highwayman who On her wall are a witch's hat to be used for 

escapes his punishment in The Beggar’s Opera, and masquerades and a broomlike bundle of sticks, per- 

Moll Hackabout has come down in the world from Sacheveral, a notorious preacher who had a successful haps part of the costume or to use on jaded clients. 
her comfortable situation with her rich lover, as is clerical career after having been found guilty of anti- She still retains a fine jacket which hangs on the back 
shown by her relatively mean dwelling, with its far government preaching, are exemplars of those who of her chair and stockings which are under the stool, 
more modest decorations, bed, and dressing table than escaped punishment as Moll hopes to with a cure for but in their present dingy context they are no less 
her previous abode, Conspicuous in her room are the venereal disease, which would have been seen as the costumes that the witch's hat. 

images of the angel staying the hand of Abraham as he penalty for carnality. However, Moll will not escape 
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tl thus,” as does the whipping post, “The Wages of that lay behind the grisly show provided by public 
A Harlot's Progress, Plate 4, 1732 Idleness.” The discipline meted out is an object lesson punishments like the stocks. Justice here is not merely 
Paulson number 124 for all, not just punishment for one. The crimes of the done, but seen to be done. 
Etching and engraving, 11 7/s x 14 / in. rest of the inmates are unclear except for the man 

Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, beside Moll; nearly as elegantly dressed as she, he is ‘Ronald Paulson, Hogarth, vol. 1, The “Modern 
66.8.5 an unsuccessful gambler judging from the torn card on Moral Subject,” 1697-1732 (New Brunswick, N.J.: 

the floor before him. Rutgers University Press, 991), 252. 

Sentenced to Bridewell Prison, Moll Hackabout beats Public humiliations, with bystanders taking an 
hemp to loosen its fibers for spinning. She is dressed active part in the punishment of offenders, were very 
in an incongruously lovely gown, though to add insult much a part of the public life in London. The real-life 
to injury, she has lost her elaborate shoes and stock- model for the bawd who entices Moll in the first print 
ings (full of holes though they are) to her own serving of the series, Mother Needham, met her death at the 

maid, who puts them on at the right. The prisoners hands of a London mob who abused her while she 
and the viewers are clearly told what the relationship was in the stock.' In making public the terrible cir- 
is between laziness and punishment; the stock bears cumstances of Moll’s life, Hogarth makes of her a 
an admonitory warning, “Better to Work than Stand similar object lesson and participates in the intention 
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a cited for its moral instruction. Henry Fielding is often 
12 acknowledge the attraction of the way of life Moll seen as the reaction to this trend in the eighteenth 
A Harlot’s Progress, Plate 5, 1732 leads while it demonstrates that the pleasures are brief century; his Joseph Andrews was written to reduce 

Paulson number 125 but the payment is long. In practical terms this means Samuel Richardson's similarly sentimental Pamela to 
Etching and engraving, 12 x 14. 9/s in. that his dumb show must dwell more on the horrors absurdity. Hogarth, too, is reactionary in that his 
Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, than the pleasures of Moll’s life. The dramatic struc progress does not adhere to the sentimental notion of 

66.8.6 / ture that results, the brief flowering of pleasure fol- the innate goodness of his characters. Johnson's Caelia 
By this time in her short, troubled life, Moll lowed by the piling of woe upon woe, follows very staunchly resists the slide into prostitution in spite of 
Hackabout has borne a child, who scratches his pre closely the dramatic structure of tragedy, which classi- her lover's abandoning of her in London, pregnant. 
sumably lousy head by the fire while she suffers from cally deals with the fall of the great. In this case the Moll seems to race to her destruction almost immedi- 
the effects of syphilis. Two doctors argue about the reference is not directly to classical tragedies like the ately upon alighting from the wagon from the country. 
efficacy of their cures for her disease—one arguing for rise and fall of Tamerlane the great; instead Hogarth Hogarth's work tends more toward straight 

his pills, the other for his tonic—but their dispute is seems to take as his model the domestic tragedies like satire, in which pride, gluttony, luxury, vanity, sloth, 

immaterial to the dying Moll, whose teeth, loosened Thomas Heywood’s A Woman Kilde with lust, and avarice are to be revealed and excoriated as 
by the effects of one “cure” lie scattered across the Kindnesse, a species of drama founded on the notion falling short of the model of human behavior. It is in 
piece of paper beside the cracked bow! and cup- that divine providence meted out punishment for this spirit that the title of the series A Harlot’s 
shaped spittoon to the right of the fire. A woman sorts flouting moral law. : Progress is reminiscent of the criticism of worldly 
through the trunk Moll brought with her from the That 1 logarth’s series looks back ip the seven= behavior set forth in John Bunyan's The Pilgrim's 
country which contains the sum of her gains in teenth century for its dramatic model reflects his reac- Progress. 
London— the dainty shoes, silly costume witch's hat, tion to the rise of what has been called the sentimental Moll’s maid, scarred by syphilis as she is, is her 

1 ¢ 5 ° in Enoli q. Plavwri ike Charle. c and coquette’s fan—outward trappings bought at the mode in English drama. Playwrights like Charles only friend to the end; she is the satiric counterpart to 
cost of her life. Johnson in his Caelia which was produced the same Good Deeds in The Pilgrim’s Progress; lapsing and ; . =~ Gflite encee cull : re alot’ Progress ( arileesteiee Sie nag SL Hogarth’s dramatic planning, if his series will in year as A Harlot’s Progress (though to far less suc occasionally cruel, she nonetheless remains with Moll 
fact be the anodyne to cases like Moll’s, as the quacks cess) created a tragedy in which the trials of the title to the end. 
pamphlet on the floor claims to be, must at once character were largely undeserved; fate and her very 
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GB which is hidden by the skirt of the woman sitting next escapes Moll’s sad end. 

A Harlot’s Progress, Plate 6, 1732 to him. The undertaker at right, single-minded in his In a counterpoint to the public lessons made 
Paulson number 126 venereal pursuit, is ignorant that his pocket is being explicit in plate 4 of this series where the stocks and 
Ftching and engraving, 11 9/s x 14 7/s in. picked. He is far from mindful of the seriousness of whipping posts of Bridewell are clearly labeled with 
Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, this gathering. Moll’s son is dressed for the occasion, admonitions, here at Moll’s wake the mourners are all 

66.8.7 but preoccupied with his top. Moll’s sisters in the too able to ignore the example in their midst. Hogarth 
trade are busy drinking, seeing to their petty prob- implies that such public rituals are empty unless they 

lems, or attending to the mirror. Amidst all this only are carried out with due observance. Like the parson 

At Moll’s wake, that one public occasion when one one woman pauses to peer into the casket, given a that ignores Moll’s plight in the first print of the 
might expect all to reflect upon the brevity of life, the special highlight by Hogarth, and she pulls her series, the distracted cleric here is not merely a figure 
mourners’ concerns are extremely mundane. The man mourning hood less closely around her head than that of comedy, but of criticism as he shirks his responsi- 
in the clerical collar at left spills his drink with his left of the rest. This suggests that Hogarth is singling her bility to set the tone for this observance. 

hand, clearly preoccupied with the doings of his right out, perhaps as the one amongst the company who 
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Le ye EN Oe Ee ‘ NN aN Kol a the time records that in response to the general excite- 
We 8 ZS a FE SYS BAN Siete ; 
Wea, yi Le (Ce aie CAE yo Nese, tee ment about Handel's new work, 

Bei Ss Gate NRE AON SN SAASRUISEA ft Ane ‘ k We Sp ee, Ti REE . & SS (REE . . . away goes | to the Oratorio, where | saw 
ERAN BL) INK NOS SEY y Ag ws pea ; . BW ca: ™\ “VW bi <a wa indeed the finest Assembly of People | ever 
AW UR \ NENTS SNE Se ctl 2 RS i beheld in my Life, but, to my great Surprize, 
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We NW Se e yyy : ZZ, Scenary, Dress or Action, so necessary to a 
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Gal eee suppose they call that (their Oratory) by him 
2S — sate Senesino Strada Bertolli, and Turner 

Robinson, in their own Habits; before him 
= sweet Singel f this a]! 

4 Hogarth provided the design for a wholly serious Th abe = a Singers of ee Israel. 

A Chorus of Singers, 1732 frontispiece for the publication of Judith. Even in this ou Ae ant x Saas aon ie cree ae 
Paulson number 197 lighthearted work Hogarth assiduously records not for H eoament aan oh ave oe a 
Ftching and engraving, 6 9/s x 6 /s in only the tune and text but key and time signatures, ih oe BS gig ab at tah he - a 

2 2 7 com ibute: i i thi imilarly place: ° = 

Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, suggesting that the music is not the object of his : i eee . - ho fa a nar : ee i 
66.8.62 humor. Rather, the discrepancy between the musicians’ MSIOE dpOVe UIC ies Yuasa aw ay OT 

manner and their message is the object of his humor. odd position for a rehearsal, which this manifestly is 

A Chorus of Singers was produced as a receipt for Indeed, musicians are often the butt of Hogarth’s i te fee i: ne ae Ms * noe ‘lb 
subscribers to Hogarth’s A Midnight Modern jokes, especialy those too self-important 10 be tolerate ne en a eee ea tan, competing t 
Conversation. Subscribers paid their money for the ed. Such is the case with the conductor of this chorus, Seoteae Sek "y F f A ae aetilai ia hlken : 
unfinished Conversation in advance and were given with his peculiar spectacles and ridiculous wiglessness = * seis oo Sel! SAR ESSER te) ate eaam 

the receipt which served as proof of purchase against (men in Hogarth’s prints who appear bareheaded are i ena ce thor of Seaand Seenn Blind 
the eventual publication of the larger print. Still, the consistently under duress: insane, drunk, or in the . on . a i ial De tileeaia: ans an 
Chorus provides an interesting insight into Hogarth’s throes of some overpowering passion, as here). And Fe ice a : Hl i vt, or aaa io - 
relation with the entertainments of his time as well as Hogarth’s treatment of the singers’ faces betrays his deen bate ee re i ee is one a 
a glimpse into their production. real motive for creating this scene—his fondness for ¢ mn tT fo at ave Use ae : i 

The chorus is rehearsing Judith: An Oratorio, capturing the slight deviations and differences which ca A ml ; Se cee callin nee ' hi 
based on the story of Judith and Holofernes, which contribute character to drawn countenance. It is not liGlore. “ ae f o ou c 4 ri ee Ih 

was given its premier performance the same year that only the humor of the squinting baritone at the right UG AERO Maa Hote ce [es See 
—— ade hie scare adlaws ae _ up to no other nations. this print appeared. As Paulson has noted, modern who reads his score through a glass, but also the con 

viewers should resist the temptation to see this print trast of the innocent faces of the soaring boy sopranos TgSeere ian GEA Gaal Dissertation on 
5 Pe ates ninbclialenct ncen. a See and dee 5 Bee d ssertatic 

as heaping ridicule on Judith. For one thing the print at the lower left with those of the serious basses on the de Feblick Pivertona Ex. Avaigan Poort Society 

was produced before the oratorio’ disastrous premier, right reaching for their low notes. Nu b i (l ; "A veles U CI mn Wi oie 
as * ace % * er 235 S / SSIES! WNL d 

and for another, Hogarth and the librettist of the work, This print also participates in a current topic nay avs Ck Be ‘a Taner a ae 
William Huggins, were friends, and the following year following on the heels of Handel's Esther, which was aah oes Geta ocak ee ec aed 
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5 by the mass of ordinary citizens “Who, like Cock- This print does undertake some of the tasks that 
The Laughing Audience, 1733 Sparrows, hop about the Benches,/ And court, with authors address with prologues to plays. Most simply, 
Paulson number 150 Six-pences, fat Orange-Wenches.” The scene was Hogarth's subscription ticket appears first and appears 
Etching, 7 x 6 2 in. probably common enough that Hogarth and Centlivre to promise that what follows will be amusing. A pro- 

Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, draw their imagery directly from the actions of those logue often directly addresses the crowd and may ask 

66.8.69 in the theater, though Hogarth’s rakes inhabit the first its goodwill in receiving the play or challenge its 
balcony, a level higher than most citizens. It seems expectations. Hogarth accomplishes a very similar 

This print depicts an audience in a typical London unlikely that Hogarth would have been alluding to task by holding up a mirror to a London audience 
theater of Hogarth's time. On the floor before the Centlivre's lines; The Platonick Lady only ran for four (much as Centlivre had in the epilogue quoted above) 

stage, the “pit” with the least expensive seats is sepa- nights in 1706 and was not revived, although it was to see itself. One part of the audience attends exactly 
rated from the orchestra by a low wall, here set with published in 1707. the sort of fallen theater which Hogarth describes in 

spikes. Surrounding this area are boxes for those pay- Like A Chorus of Singers, this print was pro- Southwark Fair, while the gentlemen in the boxes 

ing higher ticket prices. Hogarth’s print seems to show duced as a subscription ticket, in this case for nine of pursue the vices which will lead to the downfall of the 

the audience during one of the humorous musical Hogarth’s prints, the eight-print series A Rake’s main character in A Rake’s Progress. Neither the 

entertainments that dominated the stage of his time: the Progress, and the print Southwark Fair. As with the coarse laughter of the audience nor the sly, effete 

serious musicians play what may be an oboe and an Chorus, Hogarth uses the scene as an opportunity to dandies are particularly attractive. The one face caught 

English horn while young and old in the pit roar with explore and contrast the faces of individuals preoccu- in a thoughtful frown is usually identified as a critic, 
laughter. In the boxes, however, a pair of gentlemen pied with their own passions—intense concentration, whom one can imagine as being as dissatisfied with 

theater—goers concern themselves with their own mirth, and lechery. However, it is remarkable that the production of mere comedy as Hogarth shows 

affairs, one approaches an orange-seller, the other Hogarth's three works taken together, as they would himself to be. 

leans close to his lady companion, offering her snuff. have been by the first subscribers, form the sort of = ee eee 
The orange sellers depicted here are described varied entertainment that one might see at the play— ‘Susanna Centlivre, The Platonick Lady, ed. and 

by the playwright Susanna Centlivre in her epilogue houses of Hogarth’s time, with the ticket becoming a introd. Richard C. Frushell, vol. 2 of The Plays of 
to The Platonick Lady.' She describes how a play's light prologue, Southwark Fair a comic interlude, and Susanna Centlivre (New York: Garland, 1989). 

success is determined not by the wits or “quality,” but A Rake's Progress the more serious entertainment. 
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en oe wee on Tees oe ts been bought by the amateur Sir John Highmore, who 
BV cee — ll points to a handbill which states, “it Cost £6,000,” 

Dike ay a , a arse 2 oe bys indicating his expense for the controlling share of 
a = F 4 Ae ij ao We Drury Lane. lo the right under the banners “Liberty 

tye ee a ) See Ree. s , & property” and “We eat” are the actors including 
% ee | a a ; , As a 7 elas =| Theophilus Cibber, costumed as Pistol, who, chafing 

. a | age : re ie t  . Sige 7 be under Highmore's inexperienced management, led a 

_ wee ey a Sel group of actors away from the Drury Lane company 
a é? i] FE inh J 3s : | eo to start a troupe of their own. To the far left is Colley 

Pag wee ry cy RON ee : ‘ Cibber, father of Theophilus, who had withdrawn 
Or ae) gee Be Ue eee oad Ray Begley: BS paar himself from the fray early on and then sold his share 
“ sr i Sea Boh PS a io PN ere Cie ris of Drury Lane to Highmore; no wonder the elder 

=o f a ‘ ee hes AN e Hs ey: a ee Fe Cibber sits happily with his bags of money, aptly cap- 
sas a ee PU sod a \ BS eet. bet oY a joned “quiet and . eS a | Rs SS : Wh Peay ep rs cera v Re tione ae and snug. | ; 

r v4 A ag Li er é 3 7 Ne veer Itis also worth noting that during the 1733 sea- 
=} & a le) : ij a : son at Southwark Fair, Theophilus Cibber's pan- 

Abie a nk oi be. tomime The Harlot’s Progress; or, The Ridotto al 

A a Ft ae a ? eee ee Fresco: A Grotesque Pantomime Entertainment was 
a Se 2 = s played at another booth run by Lee and Harper. 

ened a eee aise Moral lessons go by the wayside and even the pre- 
tense of following Hogarth's story ceases after Cibber 

16 Many commentators have noted that Hogarth ee pene ene wD Ee ma d 
Southwark Fair, 1733 catalogs a variety of “falls” in the plate. The falls range Rides ae a ea ah Lone 
Paulson number 131 from the literal collapse of the platform where the ef the e Ce. pcifies that “A al aie 
Etching and engraving, 15 Ys x 17 5/s in. actors had been presenting a preview of the show and Gf Peo J ai nt akin he oe Re ‘he Ri ws 

Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, the rope-slider falling in the background upper right, pen en appears rena se . etry me 
66.831 to the historical falls of Adam and Eve advertised on formed by ‘he lek HE leaui Troe a ee Le es se 

the show cloth just below the rope-slider and the fall ty heh y ‘the - oe f Cibber's i. 

Southwark Fair had been established as a mercantile of Troy beside it. There is also a hint of the . . ork al Lae ae te oi, ti . 

fair, at which vendors were allowed to sell from tem- metaphorical fall of the theater in combining the fall of worl eine eee ; eae ke ae ne of 
porary shops, in 1462. Originally it had lasted only for Adam and Eve on the same show cloth with a farce codtae fae a eT fe Cibo Necis. es 

three days, but in Hogarth’s time this limit was called “Punches Opera’ in which Punch is shows Fe cane % invite eer to this bushy bd y 
ignored, and the fair lasted for up to two weeks.' It had carrying Judy to a mouth of hell in a wheelbarrow, a eee ee which jtself is attached raul Rake’s ’ 
become the collection of popular entertainments travesty of the biblical tale. The fall that underlies the Proves fe the te fe , ae Cibber's ed . 

Hogarth portrays in this print. whole scene is that fall of London's theater from the oficiales aS pave to the farce of A Harlor's 
Some events depicted here were part of the fair heights of drama and comedy by authors like Jonson, rae a ae ne 

in 1733, the year of the painting on which this print is Shakespeare, and Dryden that Hogarth explicitly — 
based. For instance, the Fall of Bajazet being shown in acknowledges in previous satires on the theater and TES e aaron lon theidavenontandshowsrorencat 

the booth at the left was indeed shown by Theophilus that are significantly absent at the fair. Southwark Fair and its rival Bartholom ew Fait - 
Cibber and William Bullock; however, the Siege of ___ The print also refers to a theatrical controversy Sybil Recereld, The Theater of the andor ies 
Troy, though it was originally produced with elabo- of 1752-35, the Stage Mutiny. Hogarth’s show cloth — the 1th Century (Cambridge: Ewntrle: incest , 
rate staging and costuming by Hannah Lee and John with the various players in the controversy at the left Press, 1960) re , eevione oie colina chs ay 

Harper, had not appeared at Southwark Fair since of the composition is a very close copy of a print of I focarth aa pe i to de me Cede al Fate 

1726. It is noteworthy that Lee and Harper revived the time by John Laguerre, published in 1735. To the cosa ieee Teme Deke mand Bartholomew. 
their Siege of Troy at Southwark Fair the year follow- left under the banner “We'l starve em out” are the a Celina Fe Noree Brice Cae : , 
ing the appearance of Hogarth’s Southwark Fair. owners of the Drury Lane theater, which had recently (December ee: jae 
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= ZS O Vanity of Age, untoward, 
=a x a Ever Spleeny, ever froward! 

: = Why those Bolts, & Massy Chains, 
: a Squint Suspicions, jealous Pains? 

: f Why, thy toilsom Journey o'er, 
F ey Lay’st thou in an useless Store? 

3 Hope along with Time is flown, 

Nor canst thou reap y* Field thou'st sown. 
2M | r Hast Thou a Son? In Time be wise— 

: Be 2 u | ie He views thy Toil with other Eyes— 
EP ' ted A , a. ee pee Needs must thy kind, paternal Care, 

. i FOR { . ~4) i if SY Lock’d in thy Chests, be buried there: 
Pe tC Do : sy ae | ge NS i Whence then shall flow y' friendly Ease, 

7 i = ae iS f LS ay} i | a i é p, Ne That social Converse, homefelt Peace, 
_ = BO fa ) ie? a | de yy Familiar L Duty without Dread, 

i; = yas Se ts) || Veg nil Pe A Instruction from Example bred, 

uN Be fe eS eS LF \ That youthfull A find with Freedom mend, 
We ‘ eA Te ae ay PN) i: And with y° Father mix the Friend? 

S 2 le INOS 7. i rally 

4 ee lo a \ ca 1 

ey S56. (he ‘ ( FSA ae | 4 

ae . Oo-ay —. 
Be Za%s Pip ~ ff ee S8e — 2 aS 2 

7 Perhaps Hogarth felt the need of this integrated inter- hung with black for mourning and by the seated man 

A Rake’s Progress, Plate 1, 1735 pretation after finding A Harlot’s Progress too much making an inventory of the estate (while surreptitiously 

Paulson number 152 misinterpreted. However, many aspects of this series stealing a bit of it). That the old man had been a miser 

Etching and engraving, 12 %/s x 15 /2 in. seem planned to be an improvement on the first, is shown by his portrait over the mantlepiece in which 
Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, telling the story in eight rather than six plates and he assiduously weighs the coins he is counting to mea~ 

66.8.8 using a more polished engraving style, so the addition sure his wealth, while the paper peels from the wall 

of verses may have been another part of the effort to behind him. The cap he wears in the portrait, which 
If the set of prints which included A Rake’s Progress, improve this second series over the first. also appears on the mantel below the picture, and the 
its subscription ticket The Laughing Audience, and Hogarth’s Rake didn’t produce the stir in the cloak were an economy as well; they prevented 
Southwark Fair, can be compared to an evening at the theatrical world that his Harlot had, though in expense for firewood. 
theater, then A Rake’s Progress is the “serious work” December of 1739 a puppet-show version of it played The most scandalous of the old man’s economies 
that carries the weighty moral message. During this at “Punch'’s Theater,” and in January an announcement is shown on the floor at the left of the print, where the 

period, Lillo's George Barnwell, which had the same noted that a comedy called The Rake was in rehearsal sprung cover of the Bible has been recycled into the 

claim to being a moral entertainment as a work like with David Garrick in the title role. We have no sole of his shoe. Tom's recent past is enacted by Sarah 

Hogarth’s Progress, was a popular stock play. Lillo's record that this play actually made it to the stage, but Young at far right, to whom he had given the ring that 

tragedy was most often performed in a double-bill the announcement may refer to a farce by Theophilus the weeping Sarah holds, the notes her mother carries 
with a comedy, or at the very least accompanied by Cibber. However, if the show people found little that in her apron, and the unborn child the mother indicates 
songs, music, and dance. they could draw from Hogarth’s new work, Hogarth Sarah carries. As he is measured for a suit (and per- 

Hogarth follows the success of A Harlot's found a great deal he could draw from the shows of haps a paternity suit), Tom offers to buy her off with 

Progress with a similar formula for A Rake's his city: Tom Rakewell’s infatuation with all of some of his father’s hoarded wealth. The whole is 
Progress, in which the main character pursues the London's shows eventually accomplishes his downfall. already more complex than that of A Harlot’s 
male version of the fashionably debauched rise and Like Moll Hackabout’s, Tom Rakewell's narra- Progress, in that here much more background is given; 

fall. In telling his story, Hogarth has collaborated with tive begins in medias res; the first print shows the cli- it represents Tom's prodigality as rising from his 

one of his many friends in the theater, John Hoadly, a maxes of what has gone on in the months and years father's miserliness and explains Sarah's devotion to 
librettist and playwright who wrote the verses that are before the moment shown. We know that his father him despite his callousness. 

inscribed beneath each scene of A Rake’s Progress. has recently died by the fact that the room is being 
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: » Oe Prosperity, (with Harlot’s smiles, 

Most pleasing, when she most beguiles,) 

How soon, Sweet foe, can all thy Train 
Of false, gay, frantick, loud & vain, 

: = Enter the unprovided Mind, 
ee ‘ And Memory in fetters bind: 

IP ie \ es es my) | — Load faith and Love with golden chain, 
q ur ‘= & De el i a | And sprinkle Lethe o're the Brain! 

iT a a ae 4 ye pe a. | Pleasure on her silver Throne 
Hoe Ms oy . as VA ne 5 ONS 4 _ 1 = Smiling comes, nor comes alone; 
rs NL ‘ ee aa ie ! ad ty BY | Venus moves with her along, lee ORR SS am WA os 3 | are er Ons: 

nes sid Ps > > b Ae Gh : ey Soe We lZR we A And smooth Lyceus, ever-young; 
ges Bis, ‘ be vi 54 f PS) ‘ , . fy e a 2 es ch he a Ss SS \ Tp xy =e de (| And in their Train, to fill the Press, 

Mera ¥, St : : oa yoo ‘ é = rN 5 i Come apish Dance, and swolen Excess, 
Hee 3 D4 ey = ~ es ’ Re Oty Los aay Mechanic Honour, vicious Taste, 

— a 4 ea G ee oy a Bod And fashion in her changing Vest. 
5 EL eee Ee he - Wo , . ee a Ss 

\ eee iy ee: y GRETA Ga a vi a le Nf LE ipa NS 

(rr Neo " ys ‘ ; Yi AG eo 4 a aller Vc [ a Bes Hig r AoA Bs Pee Soe 

5 Bx Ss “i yl Be) . DVN - 

ee ss ol eee 

>. fF & r 

a i S “& : des 
My > i aN ~ ~~ ~ . - ' eC 
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8 hoping for Tom's support wait in the outer room, Condescended to Accept from ye English Nobility & 
A Rake’s Progress, Plate 2, 1735 including a poet who has written an “Epistle to Gentry for one Nights Performance in the Opera 
Paulson number 155 Rakew-—~. Artaxerses” including gold and diamond accessories 
Etching and engraving, 12 /s x 15's in. lom’s basic inability to choose wisely among all and Tom Rakewell's somewhat pedestrian gift of cash. 
Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, the new opportunities offered to him is played out on Appended to the list is a print showing a woman cry- 

66.8.9 the wall behind him: the implied disaster that follows ing out “One G-d, one Farinelli” in a blasphemous 
upon the choice of Paris is depicted in the central excess of admiration for the extremely popular coun- 

The young rake immediately aspires to all the affecta- painting and the ludicrous bracketing of the classical tertenor. Hogarth has also ironically cast famous cas~ 
tions of the stylish and in the second print is shown at painting with paintings of fighting cocks. trato singers as ravishers against Sabines, played by 
his morning levee attended by a troop of sycophants The most complex reference in the print sur- no-longer-virginal sopranos in the dramatis personae 
who compete for his attention and money. His fencing, rounds the musician at the left. If Londoners did not for The Rape of the Sabines score which sits open on 
quarterstaff, and dancing masters and landscape recognize the harpsichordist as Georg Friedrich the harpsichord. This clash of player and role, like the 
designer stand to the left of him, while to his right are Handel—the traditional identification of the figure— din of hunting horn with harpsichord, and the mis- 
a thug, a jockey who has won a cup with Tom's they would have certainly have understood the match of game-cocks with classicism is played out in 
eponymous horse “Silly Tom,” and a horn-blowing pointlessness of hosting an accomplished performer the contrast between this print and the next. For while 
huntsman. Tom holds a letter of reference for the thug whose playing is lost in hubbub. The long list that in this print the would-be gentleman strains to be 
which reads “Sr. the Capt. is a Man of Honour. His hangs from the back of the musician's chair is “A List what he is not, in the next he falls to the lowest form 
Sword may Serve you Yrs. Wm. Stab.” More men of rich Presents Signor Farinelli the Italian Singer of what he is. 
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ee O Vanity of Youthful Blood, 
& So by Misuse to poison Good! 

j = Woman, form’d for Social Love, 

i Se Fairest Gift of Powers above! 
‘ h Source of every Houshold Blessing, 

k \ , as All Charms in Innocence possessing: 
» e ne 1 But turn‘d to Vice, all Plagues above, 

. ; ; | NR Foe to thy Being, Foe to Love! 
2a GS é = en Guest Divine to outward Viewing, 

4 ap dE Se ie a Abler Minister of Ruin! 
i es tek Fae, pa Ge Dp . 4 And Thou, no less of Gift divine, 

ee oo ‘ us ee va as ad N pas a ee Sweet Poison of Misused Wine! 
i iG us n ET aes te ace A Me CS at fe aN ey With Freedom led to every Part, 

dale - re] j ks ES M4 yes a |) of) aie , Dae > ri ; Gm And secret Chamber of y° Heart; 

Do eg a y ON, o oe iy ee RJ ew as 4 Rov) Dost Thou thy friendly Host betray, 
| P| i) 4 hc rae be Mereg tc if fen a 4 oT TS And Shew thy riotous Gang y* way, 
ao Rae a aces. ¥ Ped ee. Ss i, on To enter in with covert Treason, 

Si Sa a \% - F Ug i PO ‘ | Ae ‘I es ih ; Oéerthrow the drowsy Guard of Reason, 
A BBs. ee ih z : i Wa. y) eo To ransack the abandon’d Place, 

eee x Sy es oo ey : | And revel there with wild Excess? 

VN A SG AE i” ‘eS a! Se £ Aes _ oe sé ) 

> > ae ee a 
é & ae : Ra Sd 

es a ke a a FS 
pags 2 eee Se ed 

9 the pictures of Roman emperors on the wall defaced ed by the two musicians at the back corner and the 
A Rake’s Progress, Plate 3, 1735 except that of Nero, the most profligate. Gin and tattered woman singing “The Black Joke” at the door. 

Paulson number 134 wine bottles and fruit used for punch are strewn The next act is prepared by the man who brings in a 
Etching and engraving, 12 2 x 15 / in. across the table, and the only other male guest fon candle and a platter, for the performance of the “pos- 

Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, dles a young woman heedless of another behind them ture woman” who disrobes in the foreground, whose 

66.810 who is intent on burning the world with her candle. art is to stand on the platter while contorting herself in 

Tom Rakewell is drunk in the arms of a young a series of postures. Hogarth suggests that the libidi- 

If Rakewell’s day in the sun begins in company of woman who distracts him with her charms while nous excesses of this performance parallel the mone~ 
men who would sell themselves to him in the previ- she deprives him of his pocket watch, which she tary excesses of Rakewell's operatic adventure of the 
ous image, it ends in an evening of female prostitutes hands behind him to an accomplice. ; previous print; both are simple squanderings. 

in this image. It is set at an inn where the evening's ‘The entertainment this evening, apart from the 
entertainment has left the mirror broken and all of company of prostitutes who drink and spit, is provid- 
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— Pe O Vanity of youthfull Blood, 
eS eg - So by Misuse to poison Good! 

peed Sd : AS il Ss re "4 ee awakes, © views unbar‘d 

Se The sacred Gates he watch’d to guard: 
Ss Se : Approaching views the Harpy Law, 

oo SS g oe And Poverty with icy Paw 
a a = ba Ready to seize the poor Remains 

> fe That Vice hath left of all his Gains. 
i. : Cold Penitence, lame After- Thought, 

| G — 2 4 a ae ae 6G a fraught, 

Pee Oe = = ?: = a all back his guilty reasures dead, 

6 A = is — a £3 4 J j 7 ae eS Whom he hath oe & whom betray d. 

Bg Oa 
a Se ees | iN V2 A Ne 2 > YS .- mo ei 

' iy - = E - > (& .. ie as i 

ce age aes Ce , t : eae: | 
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iu 2 soe Xt Ss 
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20 her dropped box of ribbons and ruffs. In an ironic cell before his execution.' He also associates her for- 
A Rake’s Progress, Plate 4, 1735 reversal of the first scene, she holds back the bailiff tuitously saving him with the otherwise odd detail of 

Paulson number 155 and offers her own money for Tom's use. the lamplighter who spills oil above Tom's head. This 

Etching and engraving, 12 2 x 15 > in. The urchins at lower right suggest that the accidental anointing may be related to tropes like 

Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, young rake has been ruined by gambling. Two boot- Marlowe's Faustus when the ever-less-godly Faustus 
66.8.11 blacks throw dice, one has already lost his shirt, belt, is given a last chance: “I see an Angel houer ore thy 

and shoes to the other and seems to wager the tools of head,/ And with a violl full of precious grace./ Offers 

The young prodigal has soon spent his inheritance his meager trade. Behind them two boys play at cards to powre the same into thy soule,/ Then call for mer- 

and, when he ventures into the street, is placed under while a third signals to one of them the cards his cie and auoyd dispaire.”* 
arrest for debt. Tom's sedan chair, like those in the opponent holds. Behind these another lad picks the OM BR rast toe 
background, had been destined for St. James Palace hapless rake's pocket. ‘Paulson, Life, vol. 2, 391, note to p. 24. 

where he would attend a royal levee. Like the hang- Paulson notes the action of Sarah Young in res * Lines 520-95 of the 1604 “A-text;” lines 1855-38 of 
ers-on who vied for his attention in plate 2, he had cuing the faithless Tom as being comparable to Maria the 1616 “B-text.” An authoritative source for both of 
hoped to strive for preferment. Sarah Young, his in Lillos The London Merchant, or The History of these texts is Christopher Marlowe, Doctor Faustus 

deserted lover of the first print of the series, has been George Barnwell, who helps conceal her beloved’s 1604-1616, ed. WV. W. Greg (Oxford: Clarendon 

making her living in London sewing, to judge from embezzlement and eventually joins him in his prison Press, 1950), 276-77. 
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New to y* School of hard Mishap, 
‘ Driven from y’ Ease of Fortune's Lap, 

— ———r— What Shames will Nature not embrace, 

Ze T avoid less Shame of lean Distress? 
: 2 ; Gold can the Charms of youth bestow, 

ss FARM : And mask Deformity with Shew; 
“4 Ror a = O 2 

Sey a= 1 Gold can avert y° Sting of Shame, 
ea | aa 2. In Winter’s Arms create a Flame, 

Ted f a ~ c 
eo F ea a! =, Can couple Youth with hoary Age, 

x ae As ba ld And make Antipathies engage. 
: Say | ‘Sheet SS 

Bone | a IAS 
| Fadl Ke iid? oes ke 

AY . aN a? ee a) a ial ; 

| pe A A et Vl hg 
= aid ARN ae Uh \ OSS f fo rhe \ N \ \ 4 

heey rv y oes | Ses 2 Pe 
a Aw ; & g 
‘er | See aA SS 1g Ve, Saha 

ete a 

Re es J 5 morte 

a1 battling mother are barred entrance to the church general state of disrepair of the church—all show a 

A Rake’s Progress, Plate 5, 1735 when then try to halt the banns. The church was disregard of religious observances. For Hogarth some 
Paulson number 136 clearly recognizable to contemporaries as Marylebone observances, both civil and religious are both vital to 

Ftching and engraving, 12 7/s x 15 7/s in. Old Church and was popular for clandestine wed- the common weal (as he apparently believed flogging 
Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, dings.' Consequently, what would be a cause for cele- was) and happy occasions as well; there are more 

66.8.12 bration becomes a tawdry farce, with the groom eye- instances of it in his longest moral subject, Industry 
ing the servant rather than his bride, the bride unable and Idleness. However, when what should by rights 

Rather than taking his example from Sarah Young’s to see him at all as he stands on her blind side, and the be a public event is kept under cover, as here, it sig- 

thrift and charity, the rake seems to have latched onto wedding chapel falling to ruin. nals something deeply amiss. 
the notion of getting money from women and so has ‘The irony of a wedding at which guests are kept — 
agreed to marry the one-eyed old woman who stands out, a ceremony which is kept secret rather than cele- ‘Paulson, Graphic Works, vol. 1, 166. 

with him at the altar, while Sarah, her child, and her brated, is a parallel to the cobwebbed poor box and 
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Gold, Thou bright Son of Phoebus, Sourse 

Of Universal Intercourse; 
, Of weeping Virtue Sweet Redress, 

. steerer And blessing Those who live to bless; 

Yer oft behold this Sacred Trust 
§ = The Fool of Avaritious Lust, 

: ba - No longer Bond of Humankind, 
S 3 Fa : But Bane of every virtuous Mind. 

; a‘ : ve & " . bes a What Chaos such Misuse attends! 

| E SS NG Sey a) ee = | Friendship Stoops to prey on Friends; 

mC 1 se fH 4 Se as. gy [eS as | Health, that gives Relish to Delight, 

a J a s ae s be ¢ 3 ES om ge | Is wasted with y° Wasting Night: 

Roe he Pa LN %y |) Doubt & Mistrust are thrown on Heaven, 
ro : a> Be en tA, 2 ie ga 2 hd ‘| And all its Power to Chance is given. 

a a Py = “Sa . ¥ as peal af as mS Sad Purchace, of repentant Tears, 

A 1 = "Z G SA. ( 2p Ee es REAR E> 2} Of needless Quarrels, endless Fears, 

a 5! iA as * ad are eS Ge <p? : wr ‘ a li ( a ¥ Ste a tea Of Hopes of Moments, Pangs of Years! 

ee ay i : eo is ee! a i ~ gia v a Sad Purchace, of a tortur‘d Mind, 

: J a NEL oe a ; 

29 has upset his chair, lost his wig, and alarmed the the right a gambler who apparently makes his stakes 

A Rake’s Progress, Plate 6, 1735 player on his right and a dog, as he gesticulates as a highwayman, judging by the pistol and mask in 
Paulson number 157 wildly at heaven. The fire at the top of the back wall his pocket, sits glumly by the fire as a lad serves him 
Etching and engraving, 12 7/s x 15/4 in. of the room above the rake’s raised hand recalls the gin. Behind him another loser huddles while the 
Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, woman setting fire to the map of the world in the winners share their stakes, suggesting they had been 

66.8.3 third print of the series, as if the fire set then had in collusion. At the left a lord borrows money to 
grown and is finally about to consume Rakewell. gamble with, while the watch rushes in to warn of 

Supplied with a new income, Rakewell quickly loses The other denizens of the gambling den seem the spreading fire. 

it again by gambling. In his exertions upon losing he little concerned with either the fire or the loser. At 
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: Happy the Man, whose constant Thought 
(Tho’ in the School of Hardship taught,) 

Can send Remembrance back to fetch 
A oe a > rh Treasures from Life's earliest Stretch: 

: Here : = a ff 1 yf Who Self-approving can review 

: iz A se ZB : ~ @ 4 4] | Scenes of past Virtues that Shine thro’ 

fem mea . . Lee [| The Gloom of Age, & cast a Ray, 
| Ahan 3 pa : a To glid the Evening of his Day! 

‘ ©, - BG. Not so the Guilty Wretch confin'd: 
: Se : ) No Pleasures meet his roving Mind, 

‘Ws Tae er ) : ‘ - |) No Blessings fetch‘d from early Youth, 

o p ry oy ea. WV eek. 2) But broken Faith, wrested Truth, 

ioe. Nia La on d ee | | ws Talents idle, & unus'd, 
vies a a we ii s nd roe PR Die And every Gilt of Heaven abus‘d,— 
as G Cy oe oes “ = = iY hor ae. a 4 ake In Seas of Sad Reflection lost, 

BY ey a G, ; Ne //- oh : From Horrors still to Horrors tost, 

96 7A i : Le ie ; S) we Z i} Eo) . { Reason the Vessel leaves to Steer, 
A * “ 3 a - : ao . } y i >, he A And Gives the Helm to mad Despair. 

i) ae a 
ww Se yj es " 5 en ee 

Rel zs % e be es pS > ee eee | a 
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3 succumbs to his fate. He sits melancholy as his one- of The Beggar’s Opera. The remnants of other vain 

A Rake’s Progress, Plate 7, 1735 eyed wife berates him and Sarah Young faints, while schemes of escape are arrayed around the cell: the 
Paulson number 158 his child cries for her mother. His turnkey has come new “Scheme for paying ye Debts of ye Nation” 
Etching and engraving, 12/2 x 15/1 in. in to demand “garnish money,” and the surly ale- which falls from the pocket of the bearded man who 
Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, delivery boy wants payment as well. supports Sarah, the wings on top of the bed's canopy, 

66.8.14 Rakewell's only attempt to earn money has been and the alchemical furnace in the background for turn— 
to write a play, which has been returned to him with ing base metal to gold. Rakewell's own escape will not 

Having avoided the debtors’ prison once by the inter- the note saying “Sr. I have read your Play & find it be to pay his debts, fly from them, nor transmute lead 

cession of Sarah Young and again by his marriage to will not doe Yrs J. R..h” The signature suggests the into gold, but to descend into insanity. 
the wealthy one-eyed woman, Tom Rakewell at last name of John Rich, the successful actor and producer 
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Madness, Thou Chaos of y* Brain, 
What art? That Pleasure giv’st, and Pain? 

Tyranny of Fancy’s Reign! 
Mechanic Fancy; that can build 
Vast Labarynths, & Mazes wild, 

ae : With Rule disjointed, Shapeless Measure, 

a Fill with Horror, fill’ with Pleasure! 

Wauy : : an Shapes of Horror, that wou'd even 

lip rf =e S Cast Doubt of Mercy upon Heaven. 
lil bp : ; Shapes of Pleasure, that but Seen 

si < fe 4 Woud split the Shaking Sides of Spleen. 

. Pee hy W ‘<.) Pt nee O Vanity of Age! here see 
ae Ye \Weae iy on - oe of Heaven ca ted aa 

ng <i; is . Ve The headstrong Course of Youth thus run, 

‘i Z : Ai) > What Comfort from this darling Son! 

- AN .& e eo = His rattling Chains with Terror hear, 

“(ae f~ . Sie ges y ~ \ 5 ed Behold Death grappling with Despair; 

Ae | eT ee Ee. So A f y be are See Him by Thee to Ruin Sold, 

a, = beg) ie MS 4 Z And curse thy self, & curse thy Gold. 

../ Bang i Tes) 7 
E Vey . ae: El ( ot = aa a: ze 

ga) & SY Sa) i ae 
EY, Cane | 

=" Bd ; es s 

24 the floor, maddened by his excesses, a victim of his Hoadly’s verse supplies the epilogue. Interestingly, it 
A Rake’s Progress, Plate 8, 1735 own deluded idea that he could become what he was gives the final caution not to would-be rakes, but to 
Paulson number 159 not. He is attended by the grieving and faithful Sarah. their parents using the rake’s example to warn them 
Etching and engraving, 12 7/s x 15 sin. Rakewell, who had begun with an insatiable against vanity; “See Him by Thee to Ruin Sold,/ And 
Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, appetite to take in all the diversions London had to curse thy self, & curse thy Gold.” 

66.8.15 offer, ends up becoming one himself, tittered at by the Wr ee Ire 
two young women who have come to tour the hospi- ‘Richard D, Altick, The Shows of London 

Rakewell's story ends with him among the other tal. Bedlam served as a diversion to London audiences (Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press, 1978), 

inmates of an insane asylum, Bethlehem hospital, from from 1676 until nearly a century later.' Like the laugh- 44-45. 
which derives the word “bedlam.” Among an array of ing audience in the subscription ticket, they find only 

patients who think themselves king, pope, saint, and comedy when tragedy is set before them, in the lives 
astronomer, Rakewell lies distracted and manacled on of both Rakewell and Sarah. If the subscription ticket 

provided the prologue to Hogarth's tragedy, John 
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25 bolt by a saltbox, which will be rattled to simulate The act attempted to bring the growth of the the- 
Strolling Actresses Dressing in a Barn, 1738 thunder. He pictures divine Juno declaiming with her aters under control by allowing performances only at 

Paulson number 156 eyes turned toward heaven but with her skirt hiked up theaters licensed by the Lord Chamberlain or by Royal 

Etching and engraving, 17 3/; x 22 Yin. so that her stocking can be mended. Winged Cupid is Patent. The government was interested in putting an end 

Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, sent by mighty Apollo to fetch stockings from a cloud to the satires by such playwrights as Fielding. Robert 

66.8.38 while a kitten plays Apollo's harp. Walpole, prime minister at the time and often the target 

Christina Kiaer, in an article that explores the of the satire, is said to have been so aggrieved during a 
As he had in Southwark Fair, Hogarth uses the large representation of femininity in this print, contrasts performance in which an actor referred to him and an 

scale of the print and unity of place and time to pro- Hogarth's mild satire with Pope's more idealized and excise bill that he “immediately corrected the Comedian 
duce a work which returns again and again to a cen- Swift's more brutish depictions of women.' She points with his own Hands very severely.”? The act passed in 

tral theme. The place of this print is a barn in which a out that the practice of putting females in male roles 1737 had brought a halt to much unlicensed theater. One 

troupe of actresses prepares to give its final perfor- was common in Hogarth’s time and mentions the actor dressed as a Harpy uses a piece of paper with the 

mance before being forced from the boards by the possibility that Charlotte Charke, a female strolling words “The Act Against the Strolling Players” as a 
newly restrictive theater licensing act. The central player infamous for wearing men's clothing on and off placemat to protect a crown from a pot of pablum being 

theme is the ironic distance between the actresses and the stage, may be portrayed in the group at the lower fed to a screaming child. It is tempting to associate the 

the roles they play. left. In view of Hogarth’s acquaintance with the whining child with Walpole, the Harpy-shaped actor as 
It is a relatively affectionate satire, filled more Cibbers, who are alluded to repeatedly in his prints, it representing playwrights like Fielding, and the crown 

with irony than bitterness, and like the satire of Pope is interesting to note that Charlotte Charke was with George II, whose person would be protected from 
it harks back to classical antecedents, ironically com- Colley’s daughter and Theophilus’ sister and often calumny by the act. 

paring them to modern examples to show how far appeared in plays written by Henry Fielding. As a ee 
short the moderns fall. The satire here lies to a great strolling player, her livelihood would have been ‘Christina H. Kiaer, “Professional Femininity in 

extent in the conflict between the backstage activity of immediately stricken by the Act Against the Strolling Hogarth's Strolling Actresses Dressing in a Barn,” 
the actresses as opposed to the classical roles they Players referred to in the handbill on the bed at lower Art History 16 (June 1993): 239-65. 
play. For instance Hogarth places the actress dressing right which identifies the performance as “Being the > Arthur H. Scouten, The London Stage 1720-1747: A 
as the chaste Diana in a provocative pose gazing last time of Acting Before ye Act Commences.” Critical Introduction (Carbondale: Southern Illinois 

directly out at the viewer, and places Jove's thunder- University Press, 1968), 1. 
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ps “aoa Z i : z of Hogarth, thought enough of one street cry to have 

ei 2 = * preserved it in his notes now at the Fitzwilliam 
~~ 2 in, es x wed 

TEL Museum in Cambridge.' London street-criers’ calls 

were memorialized in several sets of prints as well, 

starting at the beginning of the seventeenth century 

: ay ; = : and developing in sophistication through the century 

26 7 Ore ie = . i. Sea for the Haars to culminate with a set designed by Marcellus Laroon 
The Enraged Musician, 1741 d peta i in nk eithe oe ss) f (also known as Marcellus Lauron). His sets of prints 

. 5. ow is the 's obvious reference to the theater of i s 
Paulson number 158 : ; a ~ . S ae iS i. ° h Seed ol of the cries of London were first published in 1687 and 

Etching and engraving, 14 /s x 16 7/o in. The Boooms stood cess amet republished six more times, the last in 1760. It seems 
Elche 5 f wersitae ase. The Beggar's Opera would no doubt have occasioned eo Telos Wt a ee ae al Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, i re = pe : is ae ' - e va is ' quite likely that Hogarth was familiar with these 

66.8.30 ee ee eee ease rints, because although his figures are quite different 
cacophony outside his window. Hogarth’s prints i paee! : cee S . 
Se oe ee ate yu mc sagt Dans Ul from Laroon's, both include a sow gelder, ballad io _— , , r ss affatry so aie a S, DO ude a SOw geider, < 

re oe . this ‘adi i ae a bub aang 2 sere 2 oe — singer, chimney sweep, fish seller, milk maid, oboe 
ressed violinist is driven to distraction by the hubbu See eS ON Nee ene pOraty) lave ife grinder in thei eys of trades.2 

ide bis ind i A fre hi - dal- London rather than foreign times and places, both pays, Bn Ree te ae ste ot teak Outside his window derives in part from his scandal ‘i dest aed 2 = f ae 43 This interest in the cries along with the posted adver- 
Pee rencn Soles i Palex= often deal with the lower classes of society and in . earn me 
ized reaction to the noise, and in part from the plea 4 a sok ear ial ety . tisement may identify the din of the streets as the real 
sure we as viewers take in sorting out all of the con- loing so both are at odds with contemporary notions se 

tributors to his frustration: the woman at the left of high art, as well as being far more popular than i 
singing the ballad she sells while her baby bawls, the more serious entertainments. Like many of Hogarth’s ‘Fiewalla Naess MS, 565, p os, The text ele 

enlave 3 illenai ing he es. the works, this subject inspired a theatrical entertainment, ; ae Lain ee os 
oboe player, the pretty milkmaid crying her wares, the ~ Col Ie UI hi a i, . Th a) ~ J ring to the cry of a match seller is reprinted in Donald 

boy with the toy drum, the paver pounding cobbles George Colman's Ut Pictura Poesis! or, The Enrage Burrows and Martha J. Ronish, A Catalogue of 
down into the street, the dustman who shouts and Musician, which culminates in a tableaux vivant com- Handel's Musical Ainographe (Ostend: Clarendon 

rings his bell, the sow gelder wearing the traditional posed on stage to imitate the print. Press, 1994), 958 ; 

horseshoe sash, the fish seller, and the knife grinder, _ However, there had been a tradition in London ° Laroon's prints are illustrated in Sean Shesgreen 

who is barked at by a stray dog. Even on the rooftops, of civie pride and acknowledgment of the cries of . The Criers and Hawkers of London: Engravings and 
the noise continues where a sweep emerges from a street merchants since the previous century. At the Drawings by Marcellus Laroon (Stanford: Stanford 
chimney and two cats fight. The flag attached to the beginning of the seventeenth ey several com- University Press, 1990) and in The Cryes of London: 
steeple in the background implies that the church bells posers including Orlando Gibbons (1585-1625) had The Collection in the Pepys Library at Magdalene 
are adding their voices to the tumult to call attention to written choral works based on the cries in London. College, Cambridge, intro. Richard Luckett (Burton 
a day of public celebration. Georg Friedrich Handel (1685-1759), a contemporary Cea Wesie Oldie Pee oon! 
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Se a % 

Mae, «| : kd SD ie 

SL eee i ou } In the first print of the set, a prosperous mer- yr ly ” : SY (| aes d “ = if chant of the city and a gouty earl arrange a marriage 

a ce 5 Ke nS y eI between their two children. Lord Squanderfield indi- 
yj 2 "ex Re y wt f % Ss ce f \ ie ye hes his aly tree which springs from William ’ 

| ; es a, rf i a te Se [ oe =? oy me jini hea i 

ees ) SS. <4 i wv yee A a funds that are his daughter's dowry, agreed to in the 

| 4 ia ede | f hime", hen marriage settlement that he holds in his hand. Outside, 

] Rn ice rie y Re pa Ses PN a building project that has come to a halt will be rein- Pee Te MR cc ote a building project 
7 AN * , oy ik er ae NS vigorated by the funds supplied by the dowry, the 

ae aS ea K Sy ot : 4 overweening plan of the project amazes the lawyer 
Begs SS . ee Ee : <= Se f es who holds it by the window. The young couple show 

sa = es m ; = D  fhog no interest whatever in one another. The future earl, 

~ . eee (AP os who wears a beauty mark beneath his ear, admires 

es : himself in a mirror, while his betrothed plays glumly 
2 ; with her wedding ring. Counselor Silvertongue, one 

of the lawyers brought in to oversee the deal, com- 

; . : ; forts her as he sharpens his pen. His ulterior motives 
7 Dryden's play does not impose the dire conclusion ecorateegaterd (eter nite 

Marriage 4 la Mode, Plate 1, 1745 that oo ies © : A aan la oe _ The room itself bears witness to the ostenta- 

Paulson number 228 x ; eae A a ee oe ae tious pride of Lord Squanderfield whose coronet is 
Engraving and etching by G. Scotin, 15 5/6 x 17 Yo in. rise to plays, bringing the eetles of influences back to overused as a decorative motif, even having been 

Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, the London See ina full-cirele and ree to the branded on one of the two sad-looking dogs, linked 

66.8.16 La = a ——— cruelly together like the young couple. Hogarth often 
Garrick’s The Clandestine Marriage.' : . c : : 

; i : se ie ce used the decorations of rooms to comment upon and 
The title for this work derives originally from John j The association of the phrase ala mode” with present analogies to the plot, especially when he had 

Dryden's play Marriage-a-la Mode that was first sophisticated lovemaking Se the eS the opportunity to portray rooms with elaborate dec— 
performed in 1672. Dryden's play, still considered one teenth and eighteenth centuries. A flourishing trade in weation Iw this series, portrayiigas does the hich 

of his best, is set at a court in a completely fictitious crib-books for the socially impaired provided its public ee he tates h Gill svckthelostentinoustdecoras 

Sicily. The play supports two alternating plots that are with the advantages of sophistication without the tion that fills the unhappy couple's lives that the deco- 
almost independent of each other: In the comic plot, necessity of wit. Among the ost fully foliated these ration functions almost as a Greek chorus throughout 
the intrigues and jealousies revolve around the was The New Academy of Complements, which, in the series, reflecting the characters of the occupants. 

baroque love-lives of two pairs of inconstant lovers, addition to models of complements and samples of let- Here the earl’s own portrait is the single largest deco- 

one married, the other betrothed. Parallel to their ters, claimed to provide ‘An Exact Collection Of the ration, attesting to his pride. Martyrdoms, falls and 

witty exchanges, disguises, and revelations are serious Newest and Choicest Songs ala Mode, Both murders in other paintings provide an ominous note 

disquisitions on true love, secrets of state, and recla- Amorous and Jovial.’ The insertion of the French i to what should be a happy occasion. 

mations of birthright which are delivered by the hon- phrase, “a la mode,” is undoubtedly intended to testify 
est lovers, recently brought to court, who eventually to the sophistication of the tome. However, the whole- TENTS ee SSO lence Derpeens The 

supplant the usurper king. These relationships do not sale borrowing of French phrases as a means of tarting Clandestine \ farriage and A farriage a la Mode, see 
parallel those of Hogarth’s series completely, for as up English had been fully satirized in Dryden's Hone. Gaver The Cldesiney iota Its 

Dryden is at pains to point out in his epilogue, his Marelage~a-la Mode and its ee itis Hogarthian Associations,” Modern Language Notes 
lovers never quite get around to breaking their vows the same sort of thoughtless admiration of foreign bor 62 (1957): 267-71 
or troths, and virtue triumphs in the end. Likewise rowings that Hogarth finds lamentable in opera. a ; i 
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28 The couple's home has been the scene of a card while his bride moped; here the young wife seems 

Marriage a la Mode, Plate 2, 1745 party indicated by the cards and book, Hoyle on satisfied, while her husband seems disappointed. This 
Paulson number 229 Whist, on the floor. The spent candles and exhausted pattern of alternation between the two equally culpable 

Engraving and etching by B. Baron, 14 x 17 9s in. expression of all in the scene indicate that the enter- parties is continued throughout this series. 

Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, tainment had gone on all night. However, the young The details of the scene betray the remarkable 
6.8.17 husband carries a woman's cap in his pocket, sniffed at lack of taste of the couple, which runs to the overly 

suspiciously by the lap dog, suggesting that he has ornate exemplified by the odd clock above the young 

In Dryden's Marriage-a-la Mode. Melantha, used the distraction of the party to pursue a dalliance man and mantlepiece freighted with bric—a-brac. 

Dryden's young bride-to-be describes their indepen- with another woman. His distress at being reunited However, the juxtaposition in the far room, which 
dence to her fiancé, saying “we will never make visits with his wife is palpable. The couple's bookkeeper places paintings of saints next to one so salacious it 
together, nor see a play, but always apart. You shall be despairs of them, bringing away one bill paid and a must be covered with a curtain in polite company, 

every day at the king's /evée, and | at the queen's; and stack unpaid, al) betrays hypocrisy. 
we will never meet but in the drawing-room” (act 9, Paulson points out that the gulf of fireplace that eae a al 
sc. 1, lines 72-74). Hogarth’s couple is in the situation separates the newlyweds here reflects their growing ‘Paulson, Graphic Works, vol. 1, 270. 

Melantha aspires to, apparently having spent the night estrangement." In the first plate of the series the young 

pursuing different diversions. husband had amused himself with his own reflection 
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29 for his venereal disease. He playfully threatens vio- shoulders, the other for pulling corks, and both 
Marriage a la Mode, Plate 3, 1745 lence. His lightheartedness is completely out of invented by Mr. Pill and presented at the Royal 
Paulson number 9301 keeping with the situation, however, as real violence Academy of Sciences of Paris. The machines, along 

Engraving and etching by B. Baron, 15 7/s x 17 "Yo in. seems to be offered by the older woman who glares at with the retorts and alembics in the next room betray 

Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, him as she unfolds a pocketknife. It may be that his the pseudoscience purveyed here by the doctor who 

66.8.18 tendency to violent threats leads ultimately to his cleans his glasses and squints speculatively at the 
undoing in plate five. scene. Among his exhibits is a skull perforated by the 

The young husband, along with two women, has The identification of the doctor here is not based effects of syphilis, perhaps a previous customer. 
come to visit a purveyor of cures for syphilis. The on a physical similarity. Rather, Paulson identifies the Hogarth's decision to place this confrontation in 
far—too-young woman is usually identified as his setting as “the house, or ‘museum,’ of Dr. Misaubin, a cabinet of curiosities (yet another type of show 
current mistress, their connection hinted at in the 96 St. Martin's Lane, \Westminster.”! Misaubin was a Londoners could attend in his time) reflects his inter- 

relationship of his legs to her. The other woman is famous purveyor of curative pills for syphilis (and is est in transforming the everyday shows of London 
identified either as another of the young husband’s identified as one of the doctors in the fifth plate of A into moral spectacles. 

lovers, or as the bawd of the younger woman. All Harlot’s Progress). The complex machines at lower Ee re a len 

interpretations agree that the young husband holds out left are presumably those described in the volume that ‘Paulson, Graphic Works, vol. 1, 271. 

a pillbox given him by the doctor, an ineffectual cure lies open next to them, one for setting dislocated 
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30 music, she trades an assignation note with Lawyer credulously taken up by Britons too eager to seem 
Marriage a la Mode, Plate 4, 1745 Silvertongue, who had appeared in the first plate and sophisticated. A servant chuckles over the horned fig— 
Paulson number 931 whose portrait now appears in a prominent place on ure of Actaeon, signifying the cuckoldry imminent. 

Engraving and etching by S. Ravenet, 15 7/s x 17 ¥/s in. her wall. The solicitor indicates the scene of a mas— A pamphlet from earlier in the century lament- 
Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, querade on the screen behind him as the place of their ing the decay of wit in England levels criticism at both 

6.8.19 assignation and hands her a note reading “tst Door,” card-playing assemblies like that pictured in the see— 
“ond Door,” “3rd Door” showing their meeting place. ond print of this set and at masquerades, as occasions 

Her errant husband abeentithe modishewile takes‘on The decorations of the room have a decidedly venereal where “Avarice, and Lust, are the two Capital 
the accouterments of sophistication without regard to caste to Se on " wal _ fe rapes a Inducements” that bring participants together.” 

their eventual effect. At this, her morning levee, she is Ganymede and Io and Lot's drunken debauchery wit — 
attended by musicians and friends while being served his daughters, while a platter—in a box of pieces just 'Claude—Prosper Jolyot de Crebrillon (fils) (1707- 
chocolate. However, her interest in music seems to be acquired at auction—shows the rape of Leda. By 1777), The Sofa, A Moral Tale. 
only a cover for her other affairs. While the rest of Silvertongue is a copy of Crébillon’s prurient novel °C.R., Danger of Masquerades, 13-14. 
her guests listen to (or are bored to sleep by) the Sopha,' all debauched products of foreign nations 
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3 be run through by his rival. As he expires, the land- ludicrous in comparison to the horrible scene, with a 
Marriage a la Mode, Plate 5, 1745 lord bursts into the room along with the watchman, tapestry of the judgment of Solomon obscured by a 
Paulson number 932 and Silvertongue hastily departs through the window. portrait of a harlot whose lower half is supplied with 
Engraving and etching by R. F. Ravenet, 15 /s x 17 9/s The young wife ineffectually kneels and pleads with legs from the Roman soldier behind. However, though 
ia her husband as he dies. The masks and costumes the bull in the painting of St. Luke is uncharacteristi- 
Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, strewn about testify that the time is after the masquer- cally amusing, the saint himself, patron of painters 

66.8.20 ade, while the paper which reads “The Bagnio” with a who was vouchsafed a vision of the virgin and child 
‘Turk’s head between the words identifies the place as as a model for a painting, seems a horrified recorder 

Having interrupted the tryst between Silvertongue and one of the trysting spots of the town. of this modern apparition. 

his wife, the young husband draws his sword, only to The decorations of this room are incongruously 
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32 to ease her mental pangs and has died from an over- ishness, the husband’s death and the wife's. Hogarth 

Marriage a Ia Mode, Plate 6, 1745 dose; the bottle lies empty on the floor. In the back- has a penchant for symmetrical pairs like this such as 

Paulson number 933 ground the servant who brought the laudanum is his Gin Lane and Beer Street and Before and After. 

Engraving and etching by G. Scotin, 15 5/s x 17 9/s in. struck by an apothecary for having let his mistress I lowever, if considered as a dramatic plot, the struc- 

Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, consume the whole bottle, while in the hallway, a doc- ture of the work takes on a more theatrical shape. 

66.8.21 tor, identifiable by his cane and wig, departs, his skill Hogarth’s dramatic plan in this series is more complex 
to no avail. Her father is aggrieved but removes her than his earlier series. 

Her dowry evaporated and her husband dead, Lady wedding ring lest it be buried with her. As her Here as in his next series, Industry and 

Squanderfield has been obliged to return to her father’s daughter is held up by her nursemaid for a last Idleness, he follows two characters. The dramatic plan 

house which, though it bears such marks of the mer- embrace, we see that she bears her father's beauty which knits the two stories together, however, is quite 

chant’s success as his fur-trimmed alderman’s cloak mark on her cheek. Her only other legacy from her similar in both series; Hogarth shows them together 

hanging on the wall and the silver on the table, has an father is the brace on her leg, possibly caused by con- in the beginning of the set, then follows each of them 
exceptionally meager fare set out for a meal. The genital syphilis. individually in alternating prints, before bringing them 

young wile has learned about the death of her lover on It is possible to divide this set into pairs of briefly together for the climactic scene, then closing 

the gallows from the handbill which carries his last prints: the arrangement of the marriage and the love- the series by showing the final consequences. 
words. She no doubt requested the bottle of laudanum less pair, the husband's infidelity and the wife's mod- 
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Sa . = offended. In one case, in fact, Garrick's mediation 
oY ge. a Prnereompyge seems to have brought about reconciliation. It was 

x ‘ : Se ad ae - 
Po S Pe i ie a so d Garrick, too, whom Jane Hogarth called upon to write 

i = PO fi, ge ee y i = : 
HY efits a | y Hogarth's epitaph, a task which he found burdensome, 

= te = ii as ‘ but fulfilled with the help of criticism from no less a 
tsa Es consultant than Samuel Johnson.” 

Michael Wilson has traced Garrick's career to 

5 Everything he described was almost reality; the uncover the continuing sophistication of London audi- 

Garrick in the Character of Richard III, 1746 spectator thought he heard the hum of either army Soe TO ee eS styles: Garrick’ Trevor 
Pulsoe-anrdberses from camp to camp.—When he started from his lution in shoe anew authority x the rl 

Etching and engraving, 15 3/s x 19 /xs in. dream, he was a spectacle of horror: He called out in a - of ere a eerace: ee a oe ap peautS 

Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, manly tone, Oe ee ae oehe RUR : 
ee iGiveimé anoitier horses’ Like Garrick, Hogarth makes close use of his 

Eo He paused, and with a countenance of dismay, audiences’ visual literacy, using not only the actors’ 

David Garrick was one of the people through whom advanced, crying out in a tone of distress, ean ia e eae ae are a oe 
Hogarth was closely associated with the theater. ‘Bind up my wounds,’ ae i i Ss He a i. eas & oe 
Hogarth painted and then reproduced as a print and then falling on his knees, said in a most ee _ ae ae of dhe nin as : 

Garrick's very successful portrayal of the title role in piteous accent, at st oe eee : eae i a . 
Shakespeare's Richard III. Garrick was then at the Have mercy heaven. a oe oe a fe, us : éhihes me 
beginning of his acting career; the advertisements for In all this, the audience saw the exact imitation seat i = & h ie ese ia F ne nee’ 
his performance claimed he was a gentleman “who of nature.! Pass aa Sa meter aba a ie 
never appeatld orang slage” abi ee silly shows he had satirized in A Just View of the 
lever appea On any Stage 4 /nile this 1S a a as Pied kilos 

falsehood, since Garrick played in a provincial pro- The distinction that Garrick achieved was in employ- British Stage. 

duction under a pseudonym, it is still remarkable ing a style upon the stage that seemed more natural to TAP PN crane helen numa Garrick wee 
how this role catapulted the unknown wine merchant his contemporary audiences than was common in the (I ae : . a 5 ater nae) 

and playwright into the realm of the most celebrated first halt of the eighteenth century. ‘ a fe S a ae a ad NA Tuttle 
actorsron hist. Garrick and Hogarth had a long and, to judge 4 Me sa Khel sa ‘a (Le 4 ol Oa o © 

A contemporary biographer describes the scene by Garrick's letters, cordial relationship, because i wie ln i. : S. ae lon: Oxfon 

Hogarth captures in his print, particularly noting although Garrick defends himself against charges of le MISTS LEY CSS 109), Veh 21 Lene 10/285. .V01 5, 

Garrick's ability to pull his audience into the fancies of neglecting to visit Hogarth for too long in one, in oth- oes ee CTE Nae ; n 
the play: ers he is at pains to act as intermediary between * Michael S. Wilson, Garrick, Iconic Acting and the 

Hooarthiand those whom Hosarth= works had Ideologies of Theatrical Portraiture,” Word & Image 

: i 6, no. 4 (October-December 1990): 369. 
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34 works with a neat row of ballads including one with which can't really be said to change much from this 

The Fellow ‘Prentices at their Looms, Plate 1, from the story of Dick Whittington who rises from obscu- first image Hogarth gives of them, than to tell their 
the series Industry and Idleness, 1747 rity to the post of Lord Mayor, a premonition of story in the argot of London, using sights familiar to 
Paulson number 168 Goodchild’s eventual achievement. The ballad tacked Hogarth’s audience. Not coincidentally, this confers 

Etching and engraving, 10 7/6 x 15 9/« in. to Idle’s loom is of Moll Flanders, a less promising meaning on those civic events so that each is overlaid 
Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, tale, and it accords with his having a beer stein bal- with a connotation drawn from its meaning within 

66.8.44 anced on his loom. While Goodchild’s The Prentice's London's culture, which is reinforced by biblical quo- 
Guide is propped against his full reel, Idle’s battered tations along the bottom of the print. 

This set of prints follows the careers of two charac- and neglected guide lies discarded beside his empty In this set of prints Hogarth supplies the fullest 

ters from their common origin working as apprentices reel. titles and admonitory quotations of any of the modern 
at the looms. The life of one follows a steady upward As Paulson has noted, the general plan for the moral subjects and frames each print with symbols of 
course; the other's goes as steadily downward. The crossing paths of the two apprentices may have been a life ill-spent on one side, manacles and iron chains, 

apprentices, unsubtly named Goodchild and Idle, share suggested by Eastward Ho! cowritten the century and well-spent on the other, the Lord Mayor of 
the first print which contrasts their work as ‘prentices before by Ben Jonson, George Chapman, and John London's sword and gold chain and a royal crown. All 
and foreshadows the process of the rest of the prints. Marston. In this first plate, the apprentices appear this is in keeping with his reason for making the prints 

Goodchild works at his loom while Idle sleeps. The within the confines of their workroom, but Hogarth simply and heavily engraved for inexpensive produc~ 
accouterments that surround the apprentices’ looms quickly brings them out into London, where their / tion; he intended the prints for the use of apprentices 

also help to differentiate their characters. Goodchild eas play ae the fee ey city. The ae of and their masters. 
this seems less to develop the apprentices’ characters, 
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5 Here Goodchild goes to church, while in the next Idle is the man slouched in the box beside Goodchild 

The Industrious ‘Prentice, performing the Duty of a hangs around in the churchyard. whose mouth is open, like everyone's in the print, 

Christian, Plate 2 from the series Industry and Goodchild shares a hymnal with his future though he seems to be snoring rather than singing. 

Idleness, 1747 betrothed (who is also the daughter of the owner of To set up the contrast, Hogarth takes his audi- 
Paulson number 160 the mill). Clearly the “Duty of a Christian” referred to ence just outside in the churchyard, where Idle and his 

Ftching and engraving, 10 3/s x 13 /s in. in the title of the print is not intended to be understood cronies gamble while the congregation goes in to ser- 

Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, as entirely unpleasant. Here, as elsewhere in the vices. Idle attempts to steal from the pot, by covering 

66.8.45 series, Hogarth places humorous incidents which dis~ part with his hat as a beadle prepares to rout them 
tinguish individuals from the Londoners who throng from their play. Like the beadle who leans into the 

After the first plate, the series splits into two with through this series of prints. For example, the woman workroom in the first print, he is both witness and 

each pair of plates showing the contrasts in the lives sitting to the left in the print, who reads from her scourge to Idle, just as the daughter of his master is 

of the two apprentices as they act out the characteris— hymnal through her glasses and wears a large set of witness and reward of Goodchild’s merit. 

tics shown in the first plate of the set. Plates 2 and 5 keys at her belt—a sign that she is in charge of a 
reflect the two apprentices’ attitudes toward religion. prosperous household—is one such character; another 
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The Idle ‘Prentice, at Play in the Church Yard, Plate 3 
from the series Industry and Idleness, 1747 
Paulson number 170 

Etching and engraving, 10 /s x 13 7/« in. 

Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, 

66.8.46 
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57 dial, and his demeanor is modest, in spite of his mas— at hand, a foreshadowing of Idle's fate. 
The Industrious ‘Prentice, a Favorite, and entrusted ter’s familiar hand on his shoulder as he introduces In the precursor to Hogarth’s series, the play 

by his Master, Plate 4 from the series Industry and Goodchild to the porter who wears the badge of the Eastward Hol, a collaboration between George 

Tdleness, 1747 City of London. Chapman, John Marston, and Ben Jonson, the main 

Paulson number 171 Meanwhile, Idle is obliged to go to sea, having plot involves two apprentices, the upright Golding and 

Ftching and engraving, 9 /s x 15 %/s in. broken the terms of his indenture (which floats beside the spendthrift Quicksilver. The scene in which 

Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, the boat) and been turned out by his master. While Quicksilver is washed ashore after his attempted 

66.8.47 Goodchild is the pride of his master, who has entrust- escape to sea takes place at Cuckold’s Haven, on the 
ed him with his daybook, purse, and keys, Idle is the very point which appears in Hogarth's print. 

The two apprentices, released from the terms of their sorrow of his grieving mother who accompanies him Cuckold’s Haven takes its name from the annual 

indentures, are placed in a wider world extending out to his ship. Idle expresses his scorn for her sorrow ceremony conducted by the butchers of London when 

beyond the narrow compass of church and workroom. as well as his shipmates making a cuckold's sign, while one of their number fastens a pair of cow horns to a 
Goodchild comes into a position of authority in his one of his shipmates gestures toward a ship in the dis- pole at this spot to commemorate the cuckolding of a 

master’s mill. His relation to those about him is cor- tance as well as indicating the gallows on shore nearer miller by King John. 
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The Idle ‘Prentice turn’d away, and sent to Sea, Plate 
5 from the series Industry and Idleness, 1747 

Paulson number 172 

Etching and engraving, 10 x 13 9/1 in. 

Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, 
66.8.48
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30 they use to make their rough music, contend with crime. The contrast here is not just between the suc— 
The Industrious ‘Prentice out of his Time, € Married another group of musicians who salute the marriage cess and marriage state of Goodchild and the poverty 
to his Master's Daughter, Plate 6 from the series with drums and a cello. At the lower left a legless and whoring of Idle. In addition the two are contrasted 
Industry and Idleness, 1747 beggar sings an appropriate ballad for the occasion, in their relationship to the public of London, in that 
Paulson number 175 “Jesse or the Happy Pair,” which he hopes to sell to Goodchild, on his way to becoming famous, handles 
Etching and engraving, 10 x 15/4 in. the couple. At right the leftovers from the wedding his position with aplomb, while Idle, becoming infa- 
Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, feast of the night before are given away to the poor. mous, fears he will be discovered. 

66.8.49 Goodchild’s name is joined with that of his employer Goodchild’s progress, from being his master’s 

on the sign advertising their business “Goodchild and apprentice to becoming his son-in-law, is paralleled 

This pair of prints contrasts the love lives of the two West.” by Hogarth’s who married the daughter of Sir James 
apprentices. All are welcome at Goodchild’s postnup- By contrast Idle, having come back from the sea, Thornhill, who was among Hogarth’s chief mentors as 
tial breakfast, where a throng of street musicians has inhabits the lowest sort of living accommodation. The an artist. There is also a continuing similarity of the 
gathered to celebrate the marriage, in one of the street locks and planks that wedge the door shut and Idle's plot of Hogarth's tale and the story of Eastward Ho! 
ceremonies that Hogarth often portrays in his works. manifest fright at the sound of the cat coming down the where the model apprentice Golden leads his master's 
Butchers at the far left of the throng, recognizable by chimney betray his fear of detection, implying as daughter down the aisle, while Quicksilver leads his 
their aprons and the sharpening steel at the waist of clearly as the pistols on the floor and assortment of master's maidservant down the garden path. 

the one at the left, as well as the bones and cleavers booty laid out on the bed that he has taken up a life of 
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40 
The Idle ‘Prentice, return’d from Sea, & in a Garret 
with a common Prostitute, Plate 7 from the series 
Industry and Idleness, 1747 

Paulson number 174 

Etching and engraving, 10 /s x 3 7/« in. 

Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, 
66.8.50 
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Af of honor, Goodchild and his wife, are seated at the ted accomplice with whom he gambled in the grave- 

The Industrious ‘Prentice, grown rich and Sheriff of head of the table under the portrait of George II, who yard in plate three of this series, who is now, perhaps, 
London, Plate 8 from the series Industry and Idleness, symbolically presides over Goodchild’s new authority. his fence. Idle's prostitute takes a coin and points to 
747 State celebrations had never before Hogarth been him, while a body is dropped down a trap door and a 
Paulson number 175 subject to a treatment quite like this, where the person melee takes place in the background. 
Etching and engraving, 10 x 15 %/s in. being honored was so overshadowed by the hubbub Again Hogarth is at pains to differentiate the 
Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, and comedy of the crowd and where diners consumed two situations for every sense. Goodchild’s banquet 

66.8.5 their meals with great vigor, while petitioners were hall is entertained by musicians, while Idle’s cellar is 
held at bay by a beadle whose staff was sturdy enough disrupted by a fight. And while a beadle carefully con- 

As in Eastward Hol, the diligent apprentice is to be more than merely ceremonial. siders a the application of a member of the crowd 
rewarded with greater and greater honors, while the Meanwhile, as it were, in another part of town, drawn by the scent of a free meal, Idle’s prostitute 
dissolute apprentice falls into the hands of the law. the magistrate and his men literally throw light upon betrays him for a coin at the entrance to the undoubt- 
Hogarth pictures Goodchild feted at a banquet to cele- Idle's nefarious affairs, coming to a tavern where Idle edly noisome cellar. 

brate his new office of sheriff of London. The other shows his loot (less the earrings which the prostitute 
guests take up much of the foreground, and the guests admires in plate 7) to the same one-eyed, stripe—hat- 
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42 
The Idle ‘Prentice betrayed by his Whore and taken in 
a Night Cellar with his Accomplice, Plate 9 from the 
series Industry and Idleness, 1747 
Paulson number 176 

Etching and engraving, 10 Ys x 15 9/« in. 

Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, 

66.8.52 
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45 The reunion of the two apprentices is the high point of the unjust are reformed mostly through his efforts. 
The Industrious ‘Prentice Alderman of London, the the story in both Industry and Idleness and in Hogarth's satire is more strict in its response to moral 
Idle one brought before him & impeach’d by his Eastward Ho! In both the good apprentice is made a laxity: Goodchild is rewarded, but his judgment over 
Accomplice, Plate 10 from the series Industry and judge over the bad apprentice in a plot twist at once Idle is death. This greater emphasis on the serious 
Idleness, 1747 dramatic and reinforcing the place of civic authority. consequences of bad behavior is in line with dramatic 
Paulson number 177 Having one apprentice judge the other both recognizes criticisms of the time which often found even the best 
Etching and engraving, 10 x 5/4 in. the authority and is a test of the impartiality of that authors too forgiving. Of course, in a series specifi- 
Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, judge. At this point Hogarth's moral intention departs cally intended for the edification of the young, this 

66.8.55 from the comedic work of Jonson, Marston, and dramatic hyperbole is more apt than in a comedy 
Chapman. In the last part of the play Golden works to intended to bring people into the theater. P’ Pi Play ig Peop: 
reconcile all the characters: the just are rewarded and 
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44 tured here stood. The grandstands built to support celebrate the fellow from their ranks who has become 

The Idle ‘Prentice Executed at Tyburn, Plate 11 from them and the carts carrying food, drink, and compa~ Lord Mayor. The companies who follow Goodchild 
the series Industry and Idleness, 1747 nies of onlookers are all likely to have been quite as bearing their almost-armorial banners are overseen 
Paulson number 178 they appear in this print. By placing it in the context by the king himself, who stands on a balcony at the 
Etching and engraving, 10 ¥/s x 15/4 in. of Idle's execution, Hogarth makes a moral point of right of the print. In the previous century these had _ 

Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, the Londoners’ very irreverence, making the vast often been quite elaborate affairs with a complexity of 
66.8.54 and tawdry scene a veritable purgatory through decoration and iconography that approached royal 

which the condemned man travels on his last jour- public celebrations. Like the significant honorific 

In the final episodes of the stories of the two appren- ney. Appropriately, skeletons like that appearing in “Lord” bestowed upon the mayor, the celebrations of 
tices, both are lost in the London crowds which cele- The Reward of Cruelty frame the print. The the Lord Mayor's day were rituals which recognized 
brate their elevations, Goodchild’s to Lord Mayor of Ordinary of Newgate Prison rides in the carriage the contribution that the untitled people of London 
London and Idle’s to the gallows to hang. preceding Idle’s cart, framed by its window in the made to its greatness. 

Idle, whose face and bearing have been much same way that the Marshal of the City is framed in This final pair of prints pulls back from Idle and 
altered by his imprisonment and impending death, is Goodchild’s carriage in the final print of the series. Goodchild in the same way that the eighth print of the 
carried to the gallows on the same cart that carries The scene surrounding the ornate coach that series does. The viewer is no longer given the inti- 
his coffin and a Methodist preacher who seems to carries Goodchild to his new office of Lord Mayor of mate view of the characters caught at some telling 

harangue him unmercifully. Executions were a fur- London is only slightly more merry and less chaotic moment. Instead, in a remarkable shift of point of 
ther expression of the importance of public spectacle than the one which surrounds Idle's final journey. view, the audience is left at a vantage point in the mid- 
in Hogarth’s London. Huge crowds witnessed these However, it takes place in London's most prosperous dle of the throng placed in the position from which 
executions at Tyburn where the triple gallows pic- district and is the annual opportunity for the trades to most Londoners would witness these city rites. 
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45 
The Industrious ‘Prentice Lord Mayor of London, 
Plate 12 from the series Industry and Idleness, 1747 

Paulson number 179 

Etching and engraving, 10 9/1 x 15 3/s in. 

Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, 

66.8.55 
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Ly = | y. f 2. A George Lambert, a theatrical machinist, to meet regu- 

ee a Pi ae. larly in Rich's room at Covent Garden for conviviality 

oa é yh oe omega including a hot steak. The group which eventually 

Od aemeanmmeiasaanmeccne cia aes ; called itself “The Sublime Society of Beefsteaks” was 
s & : = comprised of actors, playwrights, and others (includ- 

ing Hogarth’s brother-in-law, John Thornhill, who 

aa a . painted scenery). Its meetings were held at Covent 
Garden; when the theater burned in 1808, the Society 

46 French soldier spills his thin ration of soup in his continued in other quarters until 1867.7 

O the Roast Beef of Old England, or The Gate of astonishment at seeing the beef being delivered to Consequently, the print represents a meeting 

Calais, 1748/9 Madam Grandsire whom Paulson identifies as having point of Hogarth's life-long interest in theater, his 

Paulson number 180 run a hotel for the English at Calais. It is the roast nationalism, and a piece of direct autobiography rare 

Etching and engraving, 13 5/s x 17 9/6 in. beef that takes center stage in the composition, as well in his printed works. 

Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, as being an important icon of nationalism for the print a Ee eee 
66.8.33 as well. ‘Hogarth, ‘Autobiographical Notes” in The Analysis 

The print's theatrical connections extend both to of Beauty, 228. 

The occasion for this print is Hogarth's visit to Calais, its inception by Hogarth and to its reception by the * Ibid. 
where he was apprehended on suspicion of being a public. The first part of the title, O The Roast Beef of 5 Paulson, Graphic Works, vol. 1, 203. / 

spy. By Hogarth’s own account, he was held in cus~ Old England, is taken from a popular song of the day. +Henry Fielding, Grub-Street Opera. ed. Edgar V. 

tody until “the wind changed for our coming away to A version appeared first in Henry Fielding's 1731 Roberts (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 

England where I no sooner arrived but set about the Grub-Street Opera, where it serves to contrast hearty 1968), act 3, sc. 3, lines 34-37. 

Picture . . . .”" Hogarth shows himself sketching at the English fare to stylish French cuisine; a cook laments: > Nicholas Dowell Ward, notes to the audio recording 

left of this print, as an ominous hand and halberd “T wish | had been born a cook in an age when there “The Roast Beef of Old England,” The Society of 

approach him from behind. The gate to which he turns was some business for one, before we had learnt this Colonial Wars in the I district of Columbia Presents 

his attention had been erected by the British during French politeness and been taught to dress our meat by the Roast Beet of Old England (Washington, DC: 

their occupation of 1356 to 1558, and as Hogarth points nations that have no meat to dress.”+ A version of the ‘The Society, 1985), pressing number 830514 ASB. 

out had “a fair appearance still of the arms of England song that adds four verses to Fielding’s two and uses a ° Brian Allen, Francis Hayman (New Haven, Conn.: 

upon it.” different tune was published in 1740 by Richard Yale University Press, 1987), 3, for his trip with 

Hogarth uses the occasion to cast barbs at the Leveridge. This version eventually became the tune Hogarth to Calais; 1-23, for Hayman’s theatrical con- 

Catholic clergy in France, who are fat while their used for the British military mess call.> The image of nections. i 

parishioners starve, and the Scotsman whom Hogarth roast beef as hearty fare for hearty Britons continues 7 Walter Arnold, The Life and Death of the Sublime 

identifies as having come to France with his Stuart through Hogarth’s print which in turn inspired a close Society of Beefsteaks (London: Bradbury, Evans, 1871), 

faction after the failed rebellion. One undernourished friend of Hogarth’s, Theodosius Forrest, to write a 5. 
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47 derous, and those at death's door. embodied by Ben Jonson and Inigo Jones. 

Beer Street from the pair Beer Street and Gin Lane However, the character on Beer Street painting Ben Jonson is frequently held up as a represen- 

1750/1 the sign board seems to have no parallel on Gin Lane. tative of the best of English drama in Hogarth's prints. 
Paulson number 185 The commentators on this print have universally seen Jonson collaborated with architect Inigo Jones to cre- 

Etching and engraving, 14 Ys x 11 5/ in. the painter as a note of discord in the otherwise ate elaborate masques for the courts of King James | 

Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, orderly environs. All comment on his thinness, and he and King Charles I. Jonson wrote the scripts for these 

66.8.74 has been interpreted as being a suitor of Madame entertainments and Jones, a master technician, realized 

Geneva (that is, a gin drinker), looking lovingly at the them on stage with breathtaking special effects. As the 

Taken as a pair these prints place the dangers of gin bottle which hangs from the signboard before him. result of a quarrel between the two over precedence, 

drinking gin in careful opposition to the advantages of He has been associated with a pair of prints by Jonson wrote ‘An Expostulation with Inigo Jones,” an 

drinking beer. The pawnbroker is rich on Gin Lane, Brueghel: The Fat Kitchen and The Thin Kitchen. In argument in verse for the primacy of the literary ele- 

and his is the only building which is in good repair. In the first of these prints a thin man is driven by a ments of the masque over the scenic elements.' The 

the print he is shown buying the tools of a carpenter crowd of fat diners from a kitchen-cum-dining room lines bearing on this print occur near the middle, 

and a cook, providing them with money to buy gin at with a well-stocked larder, while in the other a fat when the famously fat Jonson says of Jones, “I am too 

the price of their livelihood. However, the pawnbroker man attempts to escape a scant meal with a group of fat to envy him; he too lean/ To be worth envy. . ..” 
on Beer Street suffers from want of business; he can thin diners. (lines 69-70) Later Jonson asks facetiously, “. . . 
only afford a small mug in comparison with the huge This figure may also refer to a long-standing Who can reflect/ On the new priming of thy old 

flagons the other beer-drinkers wield and his building debate on the relationship between show and sense in sign-posts,/ Reviving with fresh colours the pale 

is dilapidated. Models of labor and industry, not to theater, a topic that Hogarth addresses in the begin- ghosts/ Of thy dead standards . . . and not fall down 
mention healthful corpulence, inhabit Beer Street, ning of his career and returns to again and again. The before it. . . “ (lines 86-91) 

while Gin Lane is populated with the mad, the mur- conflict between these two aspects of drama is 
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48 the day—destined to be turned to pulp by the trunk 
Gin Lane from the pair Beer Street and Gin Lane maker.? An account from the early 1800s identifies the 

1750/1 / figure as Francis Hayman, a confederate of Hogarth 
Paulson umberis6 who traveled with him on the ill-fated trip to Calais 
Etching and engraving, 14 7/s x 12 in. memorialized in O The Roast Beef of Old England. 

Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, This identification may also support reading this pas~ 
6.8.75 sage of the print as a reference to Jonson's 

“Expostulation,” because Hayman had been a scene 
Hogarth’s lean painter is clearly repainting a painter early in his career, a humorous stroke that 

sign, since the sign would originally have been painted would have entertained those who understood the 
in a place more convenient to the painter. The painter allusion. 
is also enamored of his own modest effort, as Jonson 
implies Jones was, and Hogarth places him in the = 

midst of a crowd of Jonsonian girth whose good taste ‘ Ben Jonson, P Celns; ed. Jan Donaldson (London: 

in literature is testified to by their reading the king's Oxford University Press, 1975), 519, n. 34 offers a 
speech to parliament and a ballad by Lockman, a friend lucid outline of the quarrel between Jonson and Jones. 
of Hogarth. They have spurned the books in the bas- ? For a full identification of the authors mentioned 

ket at right— modern tragedies and books by frauds of here, see Paulson, Graphic Works, vol. 1, 208. 
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49 . .. were done in hopes of preventing in The sheer brutality of this set of prints as well 

The Reward of Cruelty from the series The Four some degree that cruel treatment of poor as its relatively rough execution are both occasioned 

Stages of Cruelty, 1751 Animals which makes the streets of London by the audience Hogarth intended to address with 

Paulson number 190 more disagreeable to the human mind, than any these prints. He allows that “Neither great correctness 
Ftching and engraving, 14 x 15/4 in. thing what ever.? of drawing or fine Engraving were at all necessary but 

Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, It is striking that Hogarth identifies as most horrifying on the contrary would set the price of the. . . reach of 

66.8.79 the spectacle of cruelty to animals, rather than the those for whome they were chiefly intended.”5 
cruelty itself. That being the case, it is not surprising However, Hogarth was aware that more sophisticated 

In The Reward of Cruelty Hogarth makes the grue- that the retribution to be visited upon the young anti- Londoners were equally capable of shocking cruelties, 

some show of the anatomists a morality lesson, as he hero is as public as the cruelties he visited upon ani- as he shows in the faces in the dissection room audi- 

had with other well-known entertainments of mals in the street. After his trial for murder and hang— ence and in another print, The Cockpit. 

London. This print is the finale of a series of four ing, his body is used as the example in a dissection eta ee el 

prints which trace the career of Tom Nero—a cruel performed before a group of scholars. The lesson in ‘Hogarth, “Autobiographical Notes” in The Analysis 

young man who torments domestic pets as a child in dismemberment is overseen by an aloof professor and of Beauty, 226. 

the first print, beats a disabled horse in the second, attended by an unsympathetic, even amused, gallery ? Thid. 

and murders the serving girl who stole for him in the while his heart is cast away to be eaten by a dog. His > Tbid. 
third. Hogarth justifies illustrating such grisly fare in skeleton will join those of James Field and Macleane, a 

these prints by arguing that “the most stony heart[s] boxer and highwayman respectively, whose skeletons 

were meant to be effected by them.” He explains that point at each other from the alcoves at the sides of 

the prints the print. 
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50 out, onlookers are variously bemused, enraged, and are maimed and the spectators are similarly fallen from 
The Cockpit, 1759 oblivious. All provide Hogarth with another opportu- what anyone might consider the perfection of 

Paulson number 206 nity to catalog the various expressions of an audience, humankind. 

Etching and engraving, 12 Yo x 15 Ys in. but in this case with a higher level of finish and a Paulson points out that James Boswell visited the 

Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, more telling incidental detail than in the subscription same cockpit and wrote of it four years after the pub- 
66.8.82 tickets. lication of this print: “I looked round to see if any of 

This print pretends to be a ticket to a cockfight, the spectators pitied [the cocks] when mangled and 

Coekfighting, a popular sport of Hogarth’s day, also which it refers to as the “Royal Sport” at the same torn in a most cruel manner, but I could not observe 
afforded one of its cruelest spectacles, in which the time as it manifests many lapses of decorum that are the smallest relenting sign in any countenance.” For 
cocks invariably fought to the death, after having their hardly regal. If the point of Hogarth’s The Reward of Boswell, as for Hogarth, the horror of the spectacle 

crests and wattles removed, and their wing feathers Cruelty had been to shock a lower-class audience into lay less in the fight itself, than in the spectacle of base 
cut to sharp points. The bettors portrayed here are the reforming their cruelty to animals, the point in this human nature that was brought to a fever pitch by the 
most agitated of all the many audiences that Hogarth print is to coax a higher-class audience away from fight. 

depicts. The blind nobleman (who has been identified supporting cruelty, by revealing the chaos of the cock- 

as Lord Albemarl Bertie) who holds the center of the pit. The cockfight is far from being the “Royal Sport” ‘Paulson, Graphics, 241. 

composition is a burlesque of Leonardo's Last Supper. or featuring the proud rooster depicted in the small 

In the tumult around him bets are made, scuffles break cartouche at the bottom center of the print; the birds 
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5t overshadows the small engraver's burin directly below both of which are powerful motifs in Hogarth’s prints. 
Galielmus Hogarth, 1748/9 Hogarth, an indication of the relative importance the Shakespeare's name appears as an allusion to the 
Paulson number 181 artist placed on these two art forms. Both these tools drama of Hogarth’s prints, most obvious in the vari- 

Etching and engraving, 15 /2 x 10 "/« in. of his trade are laid out to indicate his mastery. Trump, ous series. 

On loan from Suzanne and Gerald Labiner one of a series of pug dogs owned by Hogarth, sits This print appeared as a frontispiece for bound 
before the artist's image, an ironic glance at the armo- volumes of Hogarth’s work, and it has a pleasant sense 

In this self-portrait Hogarth has contrived a scene rial beasts sometimes used in more ostentatious por- of an artist comfortable with his life and accomplish- 

which, though naturalistic, conveys a sense of the traits. Actually supporting Hogarth’s image are three ments. However, in 1763 the plate was reengraved to 

artist along with his aspirations. The scene is set as if books placed along side the seriously meant represen— turn it into a satire of Charles Churchill. Churchill 
in Hogarth’s studio where a self-portrait engraved to tations of his tools, an indication of the importance of had viciously criticized Hogarth (while praising his 
look like an oval painting is surrounded by the accou- literary works to the artist. In the painting that was work) after Hogarth’s caricature of Wilkes. When this 
terments of his life—books, tools, and pet. However, the model for this print the books are identifiable as print was no longer available, the rather more dis- 
as in his moral series, the elements are intended to Shakespeare, Swift, and Milton, perhaps too immodest turbing Hogarth Painting the Comic Muse took its 

convey a sense of the artist. The painter's palette at the a set of comparisons to be included in the print. Swift place in the front of collections of Hogarth's prints. 
right with its “Line of Beauty” (an artistic theory no doubt appears because of his reputation for biting 
Hogarth would expand upon and publish in 1753) satire, and Milton because of his strong moralism, 
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52 assessment of his contribution to art. It replaced the with indeterminate expressions. In this version 

Hogarth Painting the Comic Muse, 1758 print Gulielmus Hogarth when the plate for the latter Hogarth’s expression is more grim, and the figure on 
Paulson number 204 was reused for a satire in reply to Charles Churchill. the canvas has become tragic, while the mask has been 

Etching and engraving, 14 2 x 13 7/s in. In contrast with his self-portrait of a decade earlier, turned into a horned and grinning satyr's face. 

Elvehjem Museum of Art, University Fund purchase, Hogarth is not content to let this image of himself Hogarth seems to despair here of being accepted as 

66.8.1 appear static amidst artistic accouterments; instead, he anything other than a satirist. Gone are references to 

shows himself in the act of painting. Leaning against Milton, Swift, and Shakespeare; his muse, alone on 

Hogarth’s choice to show himself painting the muse of one leg of his easel is The Analysis of Beauty, which stage, is forced to wear the mask of satire, despite its 

comedy may relate to his explanation that “my Picture had been widely criticized and lampooned in many melancholy, just as Hogarth himself aspiring to be 

was my Stage and men and women my actors,”' since prints after its publication in 1753. respected as a painter must resort to printmaking for 

the muse of comedy originally inspired playwrights. In this seventh and final state of the print, this, his final self-portrait. 

This work, which was used as the frontispiece to col- Hogarth has made several interesting alterations from 

lections of prints bound by Hogarth (and by his wife the first states where he had depicted himself with a ‘William Hogarth, “Autobiographical Notes” in The 
after Hogarth’s death), serves as the artist's own slight smile and the figure and its mask on the canvas Analysis of Beauty, 209. 

Or
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